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It is widely accepted that the violation of Bell inequalities excludes local theor-
ies of the quantum realm. This paper presents a new derivation of the inequalities
from non-trivial non-local theories and formulates a stronger Bell argument ex-
cluding also these non-local theories. Taking into account all possible theories,
the conclusion of this stronger argument provably is the strongest possible con-
sequence from the violation of Bell inequalities on a qualitative probabilistic level
(given usual background assumptions). Among the forbidden theories is a subset
of outcome dependent theories showing that outcome dependence is not sufficient
for explaining a violation of Bell inequalities. Non-local theories which can violate
Bell inequalities (among them quantum theory) are rather characterised by the
fact that at least one of the measurement outcomes in some sense (which is made
precise) probabilistically depends both on its local as well as on its distant meas-
urement setting (‘parameter’). When Bell inequalities are found to be violated, the
true choice is not ‘outcome dependence or parameter dependence’ but between two
kinds of parameter dependences, one of them being what is usually called ‘para-
meter dependence’. Against the received view established by Jarrett and Shimony
that on a probabilistic level quantum non-locality amounts to outcome dependence,
this result confirms and makes precise Maudlin’s claim that some kind of parameter
dependence is required.
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction

Bell’s argument (1964; 1971; 1975) establishes a mathematical no-go theorem for the-
ories of the micro-world. In its standard form, it derives that theories which are local
(and fulfill certain auxiliary assumptions) cannot have correlations of arbitrary strength
between events which are space-like separated. An upper bound for the correlations is
given by the famous Bell inequalities. Since certain experiments with entangled quantum
objects have results which violate these inequalities (‘EPR/B correlations’), it concludes
that the quantum realm cannot be described by a local theory. Any correct theory
of the quantum realm must involve some kind of non-locality (‘quantum non-locality’).
This result is one of the central features of the micro-realm. It is the starting point for
extensive debates concerning the nature of quantum objects and their relation to space
and time.

Since Bell’s first proof (1964) the theorem has evolved considerably towards stronger
forms: There has been a sequence of improvements which derive the inequalities from
increasingly weaker assumptions. The main focus has been on getting rid of those
premises which are commonly regarded as auxiliary assumptions: Clauser et al. (1969)
derived the theorem without assuming perfect correlations; Bell (1971) abandoned the
assumption of determinism; Graßhoff et al. (2005) and Portmann and Wüthrich (2007)
showed that possible latent common causes do not have to be common common causes.1

What all these different derivations share is that they assume one or another form of
locality. Locality seems to be the central assumption in deriving the Bell inequalities—
and hence it is the assumption that is assumed to fail when one finds that the inequalities
are violated.

In this paper I shall present a strengthening of Bell’s theorem which relaxes the
central assumption: One does not have to assume locality in order to derive the Bell
inequalities. Certain forms of non-locality, which we shall call ‘weakly non-local’ suffice:
An outcome may depend on the other outcome or on the distant setting—as long as it
does not depend on both settings, it still implies that the Bell inequalities hold. As a
consequence, the violation of the Bell inequalities also excludes those weakly non-local
theories. So it does not require any kind of non-locality, but a very specific one: At least
one of the outcomes must depend probabilistically on both settings. While previous
strengthenings of Bell’s theorem secured that a certain auxiliary assumption is not the
culprit, our derivation here for the first time strengthens the conclusion of the theorem.
Formulating the stronger argument and deriving the new conclusion will make up a first
part of this paper (Section 2). In Section 2.7 I discuss some immediate consequences of
the new argument.

In a second part (Section 3), we shall probabilistically analyze this new conclusion in a
similar way as Jarrett (1984) famously analyzed the result of the standard Bell argument
as ‘outcome dependence or parameter dependence’. The result of the new analysis will
differ considerably from Jarrett’s. Especially it will make explicit that some kind of

1 However, the debate about common common causes versus separate common causes is to some degree
still undecided (see Hofer-Szabó 2008).
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2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

parameter dependence cannot be avoided, while outcome dependence is irrelevant for
the question whether Bell inequalities can be violated.

A third part (Section 4) is dedicated to comparing the result from Section 3 with exist-
ing positions and to discussing possible consequences. It will turn out that, while correct
in a strictly literal sense, Jarrett’s classic analysis is misleading; the received view, which
is based on that analysis and holds that quantum non-locality on a probabilistic level is
outcome dependence, is not an appropriate characterization; and Maudlin’s information
theoretic result (1994), that there must be some dependence between an outcome and
its distant parameter, is confirmed and made precise in probabilistic terms. This will
also resolve the persistent tension between Jarrett’s and Maudlin’s opposing positions
in favor of the latter.

Note that in this paper we restrict our investigations to the qualitative probabilistic
level, i.e. we investigate which probabilistic dependences and independences the viol-
ation of Bell inequalities in EPR/B experiments implies. Especially, here we refrain
from further considerations concerning the compatibility of the resulting non-local de-
pendences with relativity or the existence of certain non-local physical or metaphysical
connections (e.g. a non-separability) because that would require further assumptions
and non-trivial reasoning (‘correlation is not causation’).2

2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

2.1. EPR/B experiments and the standard Bell argument

We consider a usual EPR/B setup with space-like separated polarization measurements
of an ensemble of photon pairs in an entangled quantum state ψ = ψ0 (Einstein, Podol-
sky, and Rosen 1935; Bohm 1951; Clauser and Horne 1974; see Figure 1). Possible hidden
variables of the photon pairs are called λ, so that the complete state of the particles at
the source is (ψ,λ). Since in this setup the state ψ is the same in all runs, it will not
explicitly be noted in the following (one may think of any probability being conditional
on one fixed state ψ = ψ0). We denote Alice’s and Bob’s measurement setting as a and
b, respectively, and the corresponding (binary) measurement results as α and β. On
a probabilistic level, the experiment is described by the joint probability distribution3

P (αβabλ) := P (α = α,β = β,a = a, b = b,λ = λ) of these five random variables.4

2 Elsewhere I have shown what the probabilistic results derived in this paper imply for the causal
structure of the experiments (Näger 2013).

3 Butterfield (1992, 46–7) points to the potential problem that the settings might not have well-
defined probabilities if the experimenters freely choose them (and explains how to describe EPR/B
experiments by a restricted probability distribution in such cases). Assuming, as we do here, that
the probability distribution of the settings is well-defined, however, is no substantial restriction
because free choice of the settings is not a necessary requirement for relevant EPR/B experiments.
Rather, what is mandatory is that the measurement directions are chosen independently. In fact, in
contemporary EPR/B experiments, the settings are typically determined by independently operating
random number generators, securing that the settings have a well-defined probability distribution.

4 While the outcomes are discrete variables and the settings can be considered to be discrete (in typical
EPR/B experiments there are two possible settings on each side), the hidden state may be continuous
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2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

We shall consistently use bold symbols (α,β,a, . . . ) for random variables and normal
font symbols (α, β, a, . . . ) for the corresponding values of these variables. We use indices
to refer to specific values of variables, e.g. α− = − or a1 = 1, which provides useful
shorthands, e.g. P (α−β+a1b2λ) := P (α = −,β = +,a = 1, b = 2,λ = λ). Expressions
including probabilities with non-specific values of variables, e.g. P (α|a) = P (α), are
meant to hold for all values of these variables (if not otherwise stated).

–+

a b
α β
– +

ψλ

Figure 1: EPR/B setup

Containing the hidden states λ, which are by definition not measurable, the total
distribution is empirically not accessible (‘hidden level’), i.e. purely theoretical. Only
the marginal distribution P (αβab), which does not involve λ, is empirically access-
ible and is determined by the results of actual measurements in EPR/B experiments
(‘observable level’). A statistical evaluation of a series of many runs with similar pre-
paration procedures yields that the outcomes are strongly correlated given the settings
and the quantum state.5 For instance, in case the quantum state is the Bell state
ψ0 = (|+〉|+〉 + |−〉|−〉)/

√
2 (and the settings are chosen with equal probability 1

2) the
correlations read:

P (αβ|ab) = P (α|βab)P (β) =

{
cos2(a− b) · 1

2 if α = β

sin2(a− b) · 1
2 if α 6= β

(Corr)

These famous EPR/B correlations between space-like separated measurement outcomes
were first measured in a convincing way by Aspect et al. (1982), were confirmed over large
distances (Ursin et al. 2007), and have recently been demonstrated also under closure
of all major loopholes (Hensen et al. 2015; Giustina et al. 2015; Shalm et al. 2015). All
these findings are correctly predicted by quantum mechanics: Involving only empirically
accessible variables, the quantum mechanical probability distribution essentially agrees
with the empirical one.

Since according to (Corr) one outcome depends on both the other space-like separated
outcome as well as on the distant (and on the local) setting, the observable part of the

or discrete. In the following I assume λ to be discrete, but all considerations can be generalized to
the continuous case.

5 A correlation of the outcomes given the settings and the quantum state means ∃α, β, a, b :
P (αβ|ab) 6= P (α|ab)P (β|ab).
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2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

probability distribution (or the quantum mechanical distribution, respectively) clearly is
non-local. Bell’s idea (1964) was to show that EPR/B correlations are so extraordinary
that even if one allows for hidden states λ one cannot restore locality: Given EPR/B
correlations the theoretical probability distribution (including possible hidden states)
must be non-local as well. Hence, any possible probability distribution which might
correctly describe the experiment must be non-local.

This ‘Bell argument for quantum non-locality’, as I shall call it, proceeds by showing
that the empirically measured EPR/B correlations violate certain inequalities (‘Bell
inequalities’). It follows that at least one of the assumptions in the derivation of the
inequalities must be false. Indeterministic generalizations (Bell 1971; Clauser and Horne
1974; Bell 1975) of Bell’s original deterministic derivation (1964) employ two probabilistic
assumptions, ‘local factorization’6

P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|aλ)P (β|bλ) (LF)

and ‘measurement independence’

P (λ|ab) = P (λ). (MI)

While there are suggestions to explain the violation of the Bell inequalities by a failure
of measurement independence,7 the main route in the debate has been to assume that it
holds; and in order to focus on the factorization condition (and possible modifications to
it), this will also be one of the basic assumptions throughout this paper. If measurement
independence holds, local factorization fails, implying that any correct theory of the
quantum realm must involve an irreducibly non-local statistical dependence.

Here and in the following I shall presuppose the Wigner-type derivation of Bell in-
equalities (Wigner 1970; van Fraassen 1989), which, besides measurement independ-
ence and local factorization, requires the assumption that there are perfect correlations
between the outcomes for a certain relative angle of the measurement settings, e.g. for
parallel settings given the quantum state ψ0:8

∀i : P (α±β±|aibi) =
1

2
P (α±β∓|aibi) = 0 (PCorr)

While the additional assumption at first sight seems to be a disadvantage, this deriva-

6 ‘Local factorization’ is my term. Bell calls (LF) ‘local causality’, some call it ‘Bell-locality’, but
most often it is simply called ‘factorization’ or ‘factorizability’ (introduced by Fine 1980). Bell’s
terminology already suggests a causal interpretation, which I would like to avoid in this paper, and
the latter two names are too general since, as I shall show, there are other forms of the hidden joint
probability which legitimately might be said to ‘factorize’; hence the qualification ‘local’.

7 A failure of measurement independence can be realized by different kinds of models: conspiratorial
or superdeterministic models, simulation or prism models (Fine 1982a), models with backwards
causation (e.g. Price 1994; Corry 2015) or with non-locality (San Pedro 2012).

8 From the indicated values of the joint probability distribution one can derive

P (α±|β±aibi) = 1 P (α±|β∓aibi) = 0 P (β±|α±aibi) = 1 P (β±|α∓aibi) = 0, (1)

which makes the perfect correlation explicit.
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2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

tion, as we shall see, will turn out to be the most powerful one allowing to derive Bell
inequalities from the widest range of probability distributions. For this purpose we shall
also need the further similar fact, which is not required for the original Wigner-Bell
derivation, that in typical EPR/B experiments there are perfect anti-correlations for
perpendicular settings:

∀i : P (α±β∓|aibi⊥) =
1

2
P (α±β±|aibi⊥) = 0

P (α±β∓|ai⊥bi) =
1

2
P (α±β±|ai⊥bi) = 0 (PACorr)

(i⊥ := i+ 90◦)

For my following strengthening of the standard Bell argument it is important to have
a clear account of its logical structure:

(P1) There are EPR/B correlations: (Corr)

(P2) EPR/B correlations violate Bell inequalities: (Corr)→ ¬(BI)

(P3) EPR/B correlations include perfect correlations: (Corr) → (PCorr)

(P4) Bell inequalities can be derived from measurement independence, perfect
correlations and local factorization: (MI) ∧ (PCorr) ∧ (LF)→ (BI)

(P5) Measurement independence holds: (MI)

(C1) Local factorization fails: ¬(LF) (from P1–P5)

The core idea of my critique concerning this argument is that its conclusion can
be made considerably stronger, providing a tighter, more informative probabilistic con-
straint for quantum non-locality. Specifically, I shall show that it is premise (P4), the
premise concerning the derivation of the inequality, which can be made stronger. The
idea of the strengthening is to weaken the antecedent in (P4), i.e. the assumptions to
derive the inequalities. While former improvements have concentrated on relaxing as-
sumptions except the locality condition, here I shall try to find weaker alternatives to
local factorization, which (jointly with other usual assumptions) also imply that Bell
inequalities hold. Since local factorization is the weakest possible form of local distribu-
tions, it is clear that such alternatives have to involve a kind of non-locality, i.e. what
I am trying to show in the following is that we can derive Bell inequalities from certain
non-local probability distributions. This will make the overall argument stronger for it
will allow for the conclusion that not only local theories but also those non-local ones
that imply the inequalities are ruled out.
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2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

2.2. Classification scheme for possible theories

What alternatives to local factorization are there, that might serve to derive Bell in-
equalities? Local factorization is a specific product form of the ‘hidden joint probability’
(of the outcomes), as I shall call P (αβ|abλ).9 In general, according to the product rule of
probability theory, any hidden joint probability can equivalently be written as a product,

P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βbaλ)P (β|abλ) (2)

= P (β|αabλ)P (α|baλ) (3)

(if according to the underlying probability distribution the involved conditional prob-
abilities are well-defined). Since there are two product forms, one whose first factor is
a conditional probability of α and one whose first factor is a conditional probability of
β, for the time being let us restrict our considerations to the product form (2) until in
Section 2.5 we shall transfer the results to the other form (3).

We stress that the product form (2) of the hidden joint probability holds in general,
i.e. for all probability distributions (for each set of values for which the conditional
probabilities are well-defined). According to probability distributions with appropriate
independences, however, the factors on the right-hand side of the equation reduce in the
sense that certain variables in the conditionals can be left out. If, for instance, outcome
independence holds, β can disappear from the first factor, and the joint probability is
said to ‘factorize’. Local factorization further requires that the distant settings in both
factors disappear, i.e. that so called ‘parameter independence’ holds. Prima facie, any
combination of variables in the two conditionals in (2) seems to constitute a distinct
product form of the hidden joint probability. Restricting ourselves to irreducibly hidden
joint probabilities, i.e. requiring λ to appear in both factors, there are 25 = 32 combin-
atorially possible forms (since any of the three variables in the first conditional and any
of the two variables in the second conditional besides λ can or cannot appear). Columns
II–VI in Table 1 show these conceivable forms: ‘1’ denotes appearance of a variable in
the product form, ‘0’ means its non-appearance. We label these product forms by (Fα1 )
to (Fα32) (the superscript α is due to the fact that we have used (2) instead of (3)).

The specific product form of the hidden joint probability is an essential feature of the
probability distributions of EPR/B experiments. For, as we shall see, it not only de-
termines whether a probability distribution can violate Bell inequalities, but also carries
unambiguous information about which variables of the experiment are probabilistically
independent of another. Therefore, it is natural to use the product form of the hidden
joint probability in order to classify the probability distributions. We can say that each
product form of the hidden joint probability constitutes a class of probability distributions
in the sense that probability distributions with the same form (but different numerical
weights of the factors) belong to the same class. In order to make the assignment of
probability distributions to classes unambiguous let us require that each probability dis-
tribution belongs only to that class which corresponds to its simplest product form, i.e.

9 ‘Hidden’ because the probability is conditional on the hidden state λ and thus is not empirically
accessible.
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2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

Table 1: Classes of probability distributions

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X

(Hα
i ): P (αβ|abλ) = . . . PCorr nPCorr ♦(Hβ

i′)

i P (α| β b a λ) · P (β| a b λ) �(BI) �(BI) Notes i′

st
ro

n
g

n
on

-l
o
ca

li
ty
α

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1–5,7,10,15,16

2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1–3,5,7,16

3 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 QMp 1–4,7,15

4 1 1 0 1 1 — 0 1,3,4

5 1 0 1 1 1 — 0 1,2,5

6 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 Bohms 6

7 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 QMm 1,2,3,7

8 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 11

9 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 Bohmβ<a 12

10 1 0 0 1 1 — 0 1

11 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 8

12 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 Bohmα<b 9

13 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 14

14 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 13

w
ea

k
n

on
-l

o
ca

li
ty
α

15 1 1 0 1 0 — 1 1,3

16 1 0 1 0 1 — 1 1,2

17 1 0 1 1 0 — — 18,19,24

18 1 1 0 0 1 — — 17,20,21

19 1 1 0 0 0 — — 17,20

20 1 0 1 0 0 — — 18,19

21 1 0 0 1 0 — — 18

22 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 22

23 0 0 1 1 0 — — 25

24 1 0 0 0 1 — — 17

25 0 1 0 0 1 — — 23

26 1 0 0 0 0 — — 26

27 0 1 0 0 0 — — 28

28 0 0 0 1 0 — — 27

lo
ca

li
ty
α

29 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 local fact. 29

30 0 0 1 0 0 — — 31

31 0 0 0 0 1 — — 30

32 0 0 0 0 0 — — 32

Analysis: ¬(OI1) ¬(PIα1 ) ¬(LPIα1 ) ¬(PIβ2 ) ¬(LPIβ2 )
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2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

to the form with the minimal number of variables appearing in the conditionals according
to the distribution in question. So each class is defined by a characteristic product form
(Fαi ) and a minimality condition for that form; we label the classes by (Hα

1 ) to (Hα
32).

Since there are also probability distributions whose product form is not well-defined for
all values of the variables, we further define that a distribution fulfills a product form
if and only if the distribution obeys the form for all values of the variables for which
the involved conditional probabilities are defined.10 We call such latter distributions
‘partially defined’ in contrast to ‘well-defined’ ones.

This scheme of classes is comprehensive: Any probability distribution of the EPR/B
experiment must belong to one of these 32 classes. In this systematic overview, the class
constituted by local factorization is (Hα

29). Furthermore, if we allow that there might be
no hidden states λ, the quantum mechanical distribution (as textbook quantum theory
and GRW theory imply it) as well as the empirical distribution (which as far as we know
coincide, but see our discussion of perfect (anti-)correlations in Section 2.3) belong to
class (Hα

7 ) (if the photon state ψ is maximally entangled, noted by ‘QMm’) or to (Hα
3 ),

respectively (if ψ is partially entangled, noted by ‘QMp’).11 The de-Broglie-Bohm theory

10 For instance, assume that for a certain probability distribution all three probabilities in the equation

P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βaλ)P (β|bλ) (4)

are well-defined for most values of the variables and that for these values the equation holds (as
it is required for distributions of class (Hα

16)). For the remaining values, however, it is possible
that the distribution yields P (βaλ) = 0, entailing that the conditional probability P (α|βaλ) :=
P (αβaλ)/P (βaλ) is not well defined for these values and, hence, neither is the fact whether the
distribution in question fulfills Equation (4) for these values. According to our definition, however,
we count such distributions as fulfilling (Fα16) because for all values for which the probabilities in the
defining Equation (4) are defined the equation holds. Hence, if there is no stronger product form
(with less variables) which the distribution in question obeys, we include the distribution in class
(Hα

16). Since in Section 3.3 we shall analyze classes in terms of pairwise conditional (in-)dependences
we should remark that the assignment of such partially defined probability distributions to classes
that we have introduced here fits well with this analysis.

Note that only the first factor of a product form can be undefined and only if it involves the distant
outcome in its conditional. For all probabilities involving at most abλ in their conditional—such as
the hidden joint probability P (αβ|abλ) as well as the second factor in the product form, P (β|abλ)—
are always well-defined because P (abλ) never vanishes: Due to measurement independence it reduces
to P (a)P (b)P (λ) and if any of the single probabilities equals 0 for any variable value, say P (λ1) = 0,
one can always restrict the distribution to not include this value.

It is never the case that a product form is completely unspecified, i.e. there are always some variable
values for which conditional probabilities of a certain form are well-defined. For it is impossible that
P (βXλ) (with X ⊆ {a, b}), vanishes for all values of the involved variables: Suppose P (β+Xλ) = 0,
then P (β+|Xλ) = 0, but then P (β−|Xλ) = 1 and hence P (β−Xλ) = P (Xλ) 6= 0 (and vice versa for
P (β−Xλ) = 0).

Finally, if according to a probability distribution a product form P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βXλ)P (β|Y λ)
(with X,Y ⊆ {a, b}) is undefined in its first factor for some variable values (due to P (βXλ) = 0),
weaker factorization forms including more variables in the conditional of the first factor are neither
well-defined because P (βXλ) = 0 implies P (βabλ) = 0.

11 The typical case for EPR/B experiments is to prepare a maximally entangled quantum state (e.g.
|ψ〉 =

√
p|+〉|+〉 +

√
1− p|−〉|−〉 with p = 1

2
), because one wants to have a maximal violation of

the Bell inequalities. The slightest deviation from maximal entanglement (p 6= 1
2
), however, breaks

the symmetry of the state. The probability distribution of such partially entangled states shows

10



2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

falls under class (Hα
6 ), when the measurements are performed simultaneously (in the

sense that both measurement devices are installed before the detector at the respective
other side registers; not in the strict sense that the registering of the measurement
outcomesα and β have to be simultaneous),12 and we label the corresponding probability
distribution by ‘Bohms’ (the index standing for ‘symmetrical time ordering’). Otherwise,
when the β-measurement completes before the measurement device at A is installed
(labelled by ‘Bohmβ<a’), the theory falls in class (Hα

9 ); and when the α-measurement is
over before the measurement device at B is arranged (labelled by ‘Bohmα<b’), we have
class (Hα

12).13 Similarly, any other theory of the quantum realm has its unique place in
one of the classes. Note that our scheme also contains classes that do not seem physically
plausible. It is important, however, to include these classes into our investigation because
in the end we aim to show that the argument that we are now going to develop on the
basis of this scheme, is the strongest possible argument on a qualitative probabilistic
level—which requires not to have overlooked any logical possibility (see Paragraph (4)
in Section 2.7).

One crucial advantage of such an abstract classification is that it simplifies matters
insofar we can now derive features of classes of probability distributions and can be
sure that these features hold for all members of a class, i.e. for all theories whose
probability distributions fall under the class in question. The feature that we are most
interested in is, of course, which of these classes (given measurement independence) are
consistent with the empirical probability distribution of EPR/B experiments. There are
two hurdles: A class needs to be compatible with perfect (anti-)correlations (or at least
with nearly perfect (anti-)correlations) and it may not imply Bell inequalities.

2.3. The hurdle of perfect (anti-)correlations

One can show that many of the classes are straightforwardly impossible if measurement
independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations hold. (‘Straightforward’
here means that the impossibility is not demonstrated via a Bell inequality, but in a
more direct way.) Precisely the claim is:

Theorem 1. A class of probability distributions forms an inconsistent set with meas-
urement independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations if and only if (i)
its defining product form involves at most one of the settings or (ii) its defining product

an additional probabilistic dependence on the local setting in the second factor; hence, they fall
in class (Hα

3 ). For an overview of the dependences and independences in the quantum mechanical
probability distribution of maximally and partially entangled states see Näger (2016, Table 1).

12 Such temporal ordering between space-like separated events is, of course, only possible when there is
a preferred frame of reference, which Bohm’s theory presupposes.

13 Dewdney et al. (1987) show that according to Bohmian mechanics in a typical EPR/B setup, where
both measurement devices with fixed measurement settings are in place right from the start, each
outcome depends on both settings and both initial states (represented by λ), but not on the other
outcome. If, however, one of the measurement devices, say the device at A, is only installed after the
measurement on the other side, β, has been completed it is clear that β does not depend on a (since
a only comes into play later than β and is chosen independently of β). This is why the statistics of
the Bohmian description crucially depends on the time order.

11



2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

form involves both settings and the first factor of this product form involves the distant
outcome and at most one setting. (Proof in Appendix A.1)

Corollary 1. A class of probability distributions forms a consistent set with measure-
ment independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations if and only if ¬(i)
its defining product form involves both settings and ¬(ii) in case the distant outcome
appears in the first factor of its defining product form, also both settings appear in that
factor.

The consequences of the theorem for the status of the different classes are represented
in column VII of Table 1. All classes marked by ‘—’ are inconsistent, while all classes
with a number (‘0’ or ‘1’) are consistent (we shall explain the meaning of these numbers
below). The inconsistent classes divide into two subgroups, corresponding to which
condition for inconsistency, (i) or (ii) (cf. Theorem 1), is fulfilled:

Inconsistency due to condition (i): {(Hα
17), ..., (Hα

32)}\{(Hα
22), (Hα

29)}

Inconsistency due to condition (ii): {(Hα
4 ), (Hα

5 ), (Hα
10), (Hα

15), (Hα
16)}

We emphasize that the consistency and inconsistency claims of classes with the back-
ground assumptions have asymmetric consequences on the level of single probability
distributions. On the one hand, a class being inconsistent with the background assump-
tions means that every probability distribution of that class forms an inconsistent set
with the assumptions. It is the general product form defining the class which is in
conflict with the assumptions, hence all members of the class are. The same, mutatis
mutandis, however, is not true of the consistent classes. A class being consistent with the
background assumptions does not mean that every probability distribution of that class
is consistent with the assumptions. Rather, by the laws of logic, it just means that at
least one probability distribution of a class is consistent with the assumptions, showing
that the general product form of that class is not per se in conflict with them. This
is what consistency of a class means (when we define inconsistency in the natural way
as just stated). This definition of consistency is perfectly compatible with the fact that
there are distributions in a consistent class that are inconsistent with the assumptions
due to their specific numerical values. For instance, one can easily imagine distributions
falling under class (Hα

7 ) that, at parallel settings, involve correlations that are weaker
than perfect. These distributions are obviously not consistent with the background as-
sumptions, although their general product form is. Hence, we have to keep in mind that
being consistent with the background assumptions on the level of classes, which is the
level the present analysis proceeds on, is just a necessary condition for the distributions
in that class to be consistent with the assumptions.

Quantum mechanics predicts perfect (anti-)correlations, but they are empirically not
confirmed beyond doubt, because usual measurements typically show a certain deviation
from perfectness. Though it might seem reasonable to assume that they nevertheless
do hold (because the experimental deviations from perfectness might be attributed to
measurement errors and non-ideal detectors), it has become usual in the discussion
about Bell’s theorem to avoid the strong assumption of perfectness: Either one does not

12



2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

make any reference to the correlations at parallel (or perpendicular) settings altogether
(which we cannot do here), or one assumes only nearly perfect correlations (nPCorr) and
nearly perfect anti-correlations (nPACorr) (e.g. for parallel or perpendicular settings,
respectively, given ψ0):14

∀i : P (α±β±|aibi) =
1

2
− δii P (α±β∓|aibi) = δii (nPCorr)

P (α±β∓|aibi⊥) =
1

2
− δii⊥ P (α±β±|aibi⊥) = δii⊥ (nPACorr)

P (α±β∓|ai⊥bi) =
1

2
− δi⊥i P (α±β±|ai⊥bi) = δi⊥i

Clearly, nearly perfect (anti-)correlations are a weaker assumption than perfect ones,
and one can show that fewer classes are inconsistent with the former. Precisely:

Theorem 2. A class of probability distributions forms an inconsistent set with meas-
urement independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly perfect anti-correlations if
and only if (i) its defining product form involves at most one of the settings.

(Proof in Appendix A.2)

Corollary 2. A class of probability distributions forms a consistent set with measure-
ment independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly perfect anti-correlations if and
only if ¬(i) its defining product form involves both settings.

The consequences of these claims are represented in column VIII of Table 1. Unlike
Theorem 1, Theorem 2 does not rule out classes fulfilling condition (ii), so in the case of
nearly perfect (anti-)correlations more classes are consistent.

In sum, both cases exclude a number of non-local theories which are not ruled out
by Bell’s original theorem. We should note, however, that the exclusion here neither
requires to derive a Bell inequality (it is more direct, as can be seen in the proofs), nor
does it make sense to try to derive a Bell inequality for classes that are impossible due
to a more direct conflict with the empirical probability distribution. For this reason,
Theorems 1 and 2 are not in a literal sense a strengthening of the Bell argument. But
since the aim of Bell’s argument is to exclude certain theories of the micro-realm one
might say that they are amendments to the argument which strengthen its conclusion.

2.4. The hurdle of violating Bell inequalities

We now turn to the second hurdle, which requires that classes need to be able to vi-
olate Bell inequalities. Classes which imply the inequalities are ruled out via the Bell

14 The conditions in (nPCorr) entail

P (α±|β±aibi) = 1− 2δii, P (α∓|β±aibi), = 2δii, P (β±|α±aibi) = 1− 2δii, P (β∓|α±aibi) = 2δii,

revealing the nearly perfect correlations (and mutatis mutandis for the conditions in (nPACorr)).

13



2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

argument—so which of the consistent classes do entail the inequalities?15 As we have
announced at the outset of the paper, besides the well-known class constituted by local
factorization there are non-local classes that allow a derivation. We start with the case
of strictly perfect (anti-)correlations:

Theorem 3. Given measurement independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-
correlations, a consistent class (i.e. a class that fulfills ¬(i) and ¬(ii)) implies Bell
inequalities if and only if (iii) each factor of its defining product form involves at most
one setting. (Proof in Appendix A.3)

Corollary 3. Given measurement independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-
correlations, a consistent class (i.e. a class that fulfills ¬(i) and ¬(ii)) does not imply
Bell inequalities if and only if ¬(iii) at least one factor of its defining product form
involves both settings.

The consequences of these results for the status of the different classes are represented
in column VII of Table 1. The heading of the column, ‘�(BI)’, means necessarily,
Bell inequalities hold. Recall that the dashes ‘—’ in this column represent classes that
are inconsistent with the strictly perfect (anti-)correlations; in these cases the question
whether Bell inequalities are implied does not make sense. The numbers in the column
indicate whether a certain product form implies Bell inequalities (‘1’) or does not imply
them (‘0’) (according to Theorem 3). Clearly, all classes that are marked either by ‘—’
or ‘1’ are impossible if measurement independence and perfect (anti-)correlations hold.

The two classes marked by ‘1’, i.e. (Hα
22) and (Hα

29), can explicitly be shown to imply
a Bell inequality. That (Hα

29), local factorization, implies the inequalities is familiar; less
known is the fact that the non-local class

P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|bλ)P (β|aλ) (Hα
22)

implies the inequalities as well (cf. Seevinck 2008, sec. 3.3). The latter class is the
symmetrical counterpart to local factorization, compared to which the settings are in-
terchanged, such that each outcome depends on its distant setting. For this reason the
derivation of the Bell inequalities runs very similarly as for local factorization (just swap
the settings in the original proof).

On the other hand, the theorem also says that any consistent class that violates (iii),
can be shown not to imply the Bell inequalities. Here we have a similar asymmetry
between the level of classes and that of distributions as in the case of (in)consistency
with perfect anti-correlations (see Section 2.3). Since a class implying Bell inequalities
(given the background assumptions) means that every probability distribution having the

15 Classes that are inconsistent even with nearly perfect (anti-)correlations, (Hα
17)–(Hα

32)\{(Hα
22), (Hβ

29)},
trivially obey Bell inequalities because their product only involves one of the settings. Class (Hα

17),
for instance, whose product form does not involve the setting b, makes the empirical joint probability
independent of b: P (αβ|ab) =

∑
λ P (α|βaλ)P (β|aλ)P (λ) = P (αβ|a). Inserting this empirical joint

probability, which does not depend on b, into a usual Bell-Wigner inequality (6), yields P (α−β+|a1) ≤
P (α−β+|a1) + P (α−β+|a2) and thus reveals that in this case the inequality holds trivially, because
it has lost its functional dependence on b.

14



2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

product form in question obeys the inequalities, the claim that a class does not imply the
inequalities (given the background assumptions) denotes the fact that there is at least
one probability distribution in that class that violates the inequalities. Therefore, not
implying Bell inequalities emphatically does not mean that every probability distribution
in a class violates the inequalities. For this reason, given just the product form of one of
the classes violating (iii) one cannot decide whether Bell inequalities hold; whether they
do in these cases depends on the numerical features of the probability distribution in
question. In this sense, one might reasonably say that probability distributions of these
classes can violate Bell inequalities.

Let us now turn to the case that only nearly perfect (anti-)correlations hold:

Theorem 4. Given measurement independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly
perfect anti-correlations, a consistent class (i.e. a class that fulfills ¬(i)) implies Bell
inequalities if and only if (iii) each factor of its defining product form involves at most
one setting. (Proof in Appendix A.4)

Corollary 4. Given measurement independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly
perfect anti-correlations, a consistent class (i.e. a class that fulfills ¬(i)) does not imply
Bell inequalities if and only if ¬(iii) at least one factor of its defining product form
involves both settings.

The consequences of these claims are represented in column VIII of Table 1. Since
nearly perfect (anti-)correlations are a considerably weaker requirement than that of
strictly perfect ones, there are more consistent classes. Those classes that (compared to
strictly perfect (anti-)correlations) become consistent and do not fulfill condition (iii),
namely (Hα

4 ), (Hα
5 ) and (Hα

10), can be shown to be able to violate Bell inequalities; the
other classes that become consistent, (Hα

15) and (Hα
16), imply Bell inequalities. Let me

emphasize that

P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βaλ)P (β|bλ) (Hα
16)

(as well as the related class (Hα
15) with swapped settings) is the weakest and most sur-

prising class which implies Bell inequalities according to Theorem 4. While this class
is inconsistent with perfect (anti-)correlations, it is consistent with nearly perfect ones,
but then implies Bell inequalities. As local theories, theories in class (Hα

16) do not pro-
duce correlations that are strong enough to violate Bell inequalities. Demonstrating this
fact is the central step in the proof for Theorem 4. This so far unnoticed implication
is remarkable, because (Hα

16) differs from local factorization in that it involves the dis-
tant outcome β in the first factor on the right hand side, which makes it a product form
that involves a dependence between the non-locally related outcomes—and such product
forms have been believed to be able to violate the inequalities. In our analysis in Sec-
tion 3 we shall see that the fact that (Hα

16) cannot violate the inequalities has far reaching
consequences for the status of theories that are usually called ‘outcome dependent’.

Since local factorization is a stronger condition than (Hα
16) the derivation of Bell in-

equalities from class (Hα
16) (given measurement independence and nearly perfect (anti-)cor-

relations) can easily be modified to show the derivation of Bell inequalities from local
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2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

factorization (given measurement independence and nearly perfect (anti-)correlations).
In this way our proof en passant shows the remarkable fact that one can derive a Wigner-
Bell inequality without strictly perfect correlations (so far the latter have been regarded
to be a necessary assumption for deriving that type of Bell inequality).

The Bell inequality that follows by this new kind of proof is a generalized Wigner-Bell
inequality,

P (α−β+|a1b3)

1− ε1
≤ P (α−β+|a1b2λ) + P (α−β+|a2b3λ)

(1− ε2)2

+ δ

(
2

ε1
+

8

ε2
+ 4

1− ε1 − ε2
ε21ε2

+
1

(1− ε2)2
− 2

1− ε1
− 4

)
+ 2ε1

(
2

ε2
− 1

)
, (5)

that differs from a usual Wigner-Bell inequality,

P (α−β+|a1b3) ≤ P (α−β+|a1b2) + P (α−β+|a2b3), (6)

by certain correction terms involving the deviation from perfect correlations and perfect
anti-correlations δ as well as two parameters ε1 and ε2, which can be freely chosen inside
the limits ε1 ≤ 1

2 and ε2 < 1− ε1; especially they can be chosen such that the inequality
is best violated (for the meaning of these parameters, see the proof of Theorem 4). It
is easy to see that in the border case δ → 0 the generalized Wigner-Bell inequality
agrees with the usual one (if we also assume ε1 → 0 and ε2 → 0 in such a way that
the correction terms vanish). One can further show (see the proof of Theorem 4) that
the generalized inequality is violated by the usual statistics of EPR/B experiments, if at
least 99.9999258% of the runs with parallel settings as well as those with perpendicular
settings turn out to be perfectly correlated and perfectly anti-correlated, respectively.
This defines the above condition of nearly perfect (anti-)correlations more precisely:
Only in worlds where the fraction of perfectly (anti-)correlated runs exceeds the indicated
threshold, all theories from class (Hα

16) are ruled out.
This quantitative limit reveals a final possibility to avoid the implication: One might

hint to the fact that in actual experiments far less than 99.9999258% of the entangled
objects show perfect (anti-)correlations. This indeed shows that the question whether
theories from class (Hα

16) can hold or not is not yet decided empirically beyond doubt.
Let me stress, however, that the main aim in this paper is not to decide this empirical
and quantitative question, but the conceptual and qualitative one, namely whether it
is possible to amend Bell’s argument for a stronger conclusion, ruling out even certain
non-local theories.

That said, I can add that I think that there are good reasons not to take the men-
tioned empirical discrepancy to undermine the argument against theories from class
(Hα

16). First, the derivation of the inequality (5) uses certain rather rough estimations,
which contribute to the fact that the degree of perfectness that is required for a viol-
ation to take place is high. Improved future derivations, which include more precise
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(and expectedly more complicated) estimations, might lower that degree considerably.
Second, the past has shown that experimental physicists have continuously been in-
creasing the fraction of measured perfectly (anti-)correlated pairs of entangled objects,
by using more and more sophisticated experimental techniques. So it is to be expected
that the empirically confirmed degree of perfect correlation will increase in the future as
well. Finally, quantum mechanics predicts perfect correlations and at present there is
no further, independent evidence (besides the fact that experiments do not yield strictly
perfect (anti-)correlations) to doubt that quantum mechanics is wrong; for this reason,
it seems reasonable to assume that the deviation from perfectness in experiments is due
to experimental imperfections.

In the above theorems, condition (iii), that a class does not involve more than one
setting in each factor of its product form, is the essential characteristic (in terms of the
product form) to tell apart classes that imply Bell inequalities, (iii), from those that do
not, ¬(iii). Let us introduce some appropriate terminology:

Localα classes: (Hα
29)–(Hα

32)

Each factor only contains variables that are time-like (or light-like) separ-
ated to the respective outcome.

Weakly non-localα classes: (Hα
15)–(Hα

28)

At least one of the factors involves variables that are space-like separated
to the respective outcome, but none of the factors involves both settings.

Strongly non-localα classes: (Hα
1 )–(Hα

14)

At least one of the factors involves both settings. ¬(iii)

Strongly non-localα classes are just those classes that fulfill criterion ¬(iii) not to
imply the Bell inequalities, while the remaining classes fulfilling criterion (iii) have been
divided into localα and weakly non-localα ones. With these new concepts we can sum-
marize the central consequence of Theorems 1–4 as:

Corollary 5. Given measurement independence and strictly or nearly perfect (anti-)cor-
relations every localα and weakly non-localα class is forbidden, either because it is incon-
sistent with measurement independence and the strictly or nearly perfect (anti-)correla-
tions or (if it is consistent) because it necessarily obeys Bell inequalities.

As opposed to what the standard discussion suggests, this corollary stresses the fact
that besides local classes even certain non-local classes, namely the weakly non-localα

ones, are ruled out by the empirical statistics of EPR/B experiments (if measurement
independence holds). We have found that 18 (21 in the case of strictly perfect (anti-)cor-
relations) of the 32 logically possible classes are forbidden, among them 14 (17 in the case
of strictly perfect (anti-)correlations) non-local classes. It is a central result of this in-
vestigation that among the forbidden non-local classes is the class (Hα

16), which includes
a dependence between the distant outcomes. In the case of strictly perfect correlations
it is forbidden because it is inconsistent with the correlations and measurement inde-
pendence, and when nearly perfect (anti-)correlations hold, it is consistent but implies
Bell inequalities.

17
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2.5. Complementary classification scheme

Our argument up to this point has been based on the partition of probability distri-
butions in Table 1, which we found by writing the hidden joint probability according
to the general product rule (2) and conceiving all logically possible product forms. We
can, however, as well write the hidden joint probability according to the second gen-
eral product rule (3), and similar considerations as above lead us to a similar table,

whose classes, (Hβ
1 )–(Hβ

32), differ to those in Table 1 in that both the outcomes and

the settings are swapped in the defining product forms. For instance, class (Hβ
16) is

defined by the product form P (αβ|abλ) = P (β|αbλ)P (α|aλ) in contrast to (Hα
16), which

is constituted by P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βaλ)P (β|bλ). Note that this new classification is a
different partition of the possible probability distributions, which reasonably might be
called ‘complementary partition’. Any probability distribution must fall in exactly one
of the classes (Hα

1 )–(Hα
32) and in exactly one of the classes (Hβ

1 )–(Hβ
32).

Which of these new classes (Hβ
i ) is compatible with measurement independence and

strictly or nearly perfect (anti-)correlations? And which implies Bell inequalities? The
answer simply is that Theorems 1–4 literally apply to the these new classes as well. For
the theorems are formulated in a way that generally applies to classes defined by product
forms and the proofs can be adjusted mutatis mutandis. Consequently, the theorems
also imply for the new partition:

Corollary 6. Given measurement independence and strictly or nearly perfect (anti-)cor-
relations every localβ and weakly non-localβ class is forbidden, either because it is incon-
sistent with measurement independence and the strictly or nearly perfect (anti-)correla-
tions or (if it is consistent) because it necessarily obeys Bell inequalities.

How do these two partitions of possible probability distributions relate? Due to logical
restrictions a probability distribution from a certain class (Hα

i ) cannot fall into any class

(Hβ
i′), i.e. not any combination of classesα and classesβ is logically possible.

Theorem 5. Each class (Hα
i ) is consistent with those and only those classes (Hβ

i ) that
are indicated in column X of Table 1. (Proof in Appendix A.5)

(The heading ‘♦(Hβ
i′)’ of column X means ‘(Hβ

i′) that possibly hold’). For instance,

probability distributions falling in class (Hα
7 ) can only belong to either of the classes (Hβ

1 ),

(Hβ
2 ), (Hβ

3 ) or (Hβ
7 ). (Systems with maximally entangled quantum states exclusively fall

into the combination of classes (Hα
7 )∧(Hβ

7 ).) In total, there are 65 possible combinations
of classesα with classesβ. This provides a much more fine-grained qualitative partition
of the distributions than just considering the classesα.

The overview reveals that localα classes can only be combined with localβ classes, but
some strongly non-localα classes (viz. (Hα

1 ), (Hα
2 ) and (Hα

3 )) can be combined with weakly
non-localβ ones (viz. (Hα

15) or (Hα
16), respectively) and vice versa. Since a distribution

from a weakly non-local class necessarily implies Bell inequalities, it is clear that the
complementary partition can provide important additional information that is relevant
for dividing the distributions into those that can and those that cannot violate Bell
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inequalities. Therefore, in the following we shall indicate into which combined class a
distribution falls. Note that the fact that there are distributions from strongly non-local
classes that do not violate Bell inequalities does not contradict anything we have said so
far (we have said that at least one but not necessarily all distributions in a strongly non-
local class violates Bell inequalities); here we learn that we can qualitatively characterize
some of them by the complementary partition (though there are further strongly non-
local distributions that do not violate Bell inequalities for numeric reasons and cannot
be captured by qualitative features.)

Let us finally agree to say that a probability distribution is ‘local’ (without qualific-

ation by α or β) if it is localα or localβ, i.e.
∨32
i=29(Hα

i ) ∨
∨32
i=29(Hβ

i ) holds; it is ‘weakly

non-local’ if it is weakly non-localα or weakly non-localβ, i.e.
∨28
i=15(Hα

i ) ∨
∨28
i=15(Hβ

i )
is true; and it is ‘strongly non-local’ if it is strongly non-localα and strongly non-localβ,
i.e.

∨14
i=1(Hα

i ) ∧
∨14
i=1(Hβ

i ) holds. Especially, a distribution which is weakly non-localα

and strongly non-localβ, e.g. a distribution belonging to classes (Hα
16) and (Hβ

1 ), counts
as weakly non-local.

2.6. A stronger Bell argument

It is clear that each set of corresponding theorems (1 and 3 as well as 2 and 4) can be
used to strengthen Bell’s argument. On the other hand, it is not clear which of these
available new arguments should be considered to be the strongest. (The first set results
in an argument that, compared to the argument resulting from the second set, requires
the stronger assumption of strictly perfect correlations (weakening the argument), but
allows for a stronger conclusion, because it rules out even some of the strongly non-localα

classes). Here we restrict our discussion to the argument resulting from the second set,
because it avoids the controversial assumption of strictly perfect (anti-)correlations. (The
argument from the first set can be formulated mutatis mutandis.)

(P1) There are EPR/B correlations: (Corr)

(P2) EPR/B correlations violate Bell inequalities: (Corr)→ ¬(BI)

(P3′) EPR/B correlations include nearly perfect correlations and nearly perfect
anti-correlations: (Corr) → (nPCorr) ∧ (nPACorr)

(P6) Those localα, weakly non-localα, localβ and weakly non-localβ classes that
involve at most one setting in their product form are inconsistent with meas-
urement independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly perfect anti-
correlations:

(MI) ∧ (nPCorr) ∧ (nPACorr)→
∧

i=17,...,32
\{22,29}

¬(Hα
i ) ∧

∧
i=17,...,32
\{22,29}

¬(Hβ
i )

(P4′) Bell inequalities can be derived from measurement independence, nearly
perfect correlations, nearly perfect anti-correlations and any localα, weakly
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non-localα, localβ or weakly non-localβ class of probability distributions that
involves both settings in its product form:[

(MI) ∧ (nPCorr) ∧ (nPACorr) ∧
(∨
i=15,16,

22,29

(Hα
i ) ∨

∨
i=15,16,

22,29

(Hβ
i )
)]
→ (BI)

(P5) Measurement independence holds: (MI)

(C1′) Failure of locality and weak non-locality: All localα, weakly non-localα,
localβ and weakly non-localβ classes fail:(

32∧
i=15

¬(Hα
i ) ∧

32∧
i=15

¬(Hβ
i )

)

Compared to the original Bell argument (Section 2.1) there are three substantial
changes, which strengthen the argument. A first change concerns the fact that every-
where in the argument we have relaxed controversial strictly perfect correlations to
uncontroversial nearly perfect correlations (in premisses (P3) and (P4) of the original
argument). This is a strengthening in the sense that the argument makes weaker as-
sumptions. At the same places in the argument where nearly perfect correlations occur
we have additionally introduced nearly perfect anti -correlations. This might seem as a
weakening of the argument; in fact, however, it is a neutral move, because it is uncon-
troversial that the nearly perfect anti-correlations follow from the EPR/B correlations
(as the nearly perfect correlations do; see premise (P3′)), and these EPR/B correlations
have already been assumed in the original argument (premise (P1)).

A second strengthening of the argument stems from introducing a completely new
premise (P6), which states the content of Theorem 2, that certain classes are not com-
patible with measurement independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly perfect
anti-correlations. Given that measurement independence and nearly perfect (anti-)cor-
relations are assumed anyway (or derive from usual assumptions), it is clear that these
classes will be ruled out by the overall argument. In this sense, (P6) provides a genuine
strengthening of the conclusion of the theorem. Deriving a direct contradiction between
the background assumptions and certain classes without involving a Bell inequality,
premise (P6) has no counterpart in the original argument and rather has the status
of an amendment—however, an amendment that naturally fits in. Note that assuming
the additional premise (P6) does not weaken the argument because it can be proven
mathematically (see the proof of Theorem 2).

A third modification, indeed the central strengthening, consists in the adaption of
premise (P4) to Theorem 4, which says that one can derive Bell inequalities not only from
local factorization but from all those localα, weakly non-localα, localβ and weakly non-
localβ classes that are consistent given measurement independence and nearly perfect
(anti-)correlations. Accordingly, we have replaced local factorization in the antecedent
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by the disjunction of these product forms. This makes the antecedent of (P4′) weaker
than that in (P4) and, hence, the argument stronger. Since the overall Bell argument
is a modus tollens argument to the negation of that premise, this modification also
strengthens the conclusion of the theorem.

Making these changes has a considerable effect on the conclusion of the Bell argu-
ment. While the original result, the failure of local factorization, implied that all localα

and localβ classes fail (because the other local classes are specializations of local factoriz-
ation), the new result additionally excludes all weakly non-localα and weakly non-localβ

classes—and thus clearly is stronger.
Stating which classes are excluded, the conclusion formulated here is a negative one.

But it is easy to turn it into a positive statement: since our scheme of logically pos-
sible classes is comprehensive, the failure of all localα and weakly non-localα classes is
equivalent to the fact that one of the strongly non-localα classes, (Hα

1 )–(Hα
14), holds.

Analogously, if a probability distribution is neither localβ nor weakly non-localβ it must
be strongly non-localβ, i.e. belong to one of the classes (Hβ

1 )–(Hβ
14). Therefore, equival-

ently to (C1′) we can say:

(C1′′) Strong non-locality: One of the strongly non-localα classes and one of the
strongly non-localβ classes holds:(

14∨
i=1

(Hα
i ) ∧

14∨
i=1

(Hβ
i )

)

This is the positive conclusion of the stronger Bell argument in terms of classes. (Recall
that due to logical restrictions not any strongly non-localα class is compatible with any
strongly non-localβ class, see Table 1 column X.)

2.7. Discussion I: Immediate consequences

(1) Let us first shortly summarize our results so far: The strengthening of the Bell
argument rests on the insight that the members of a range of non-local theories, which we
have called weakly non-local, either are inconsistent with measurement independence and
nearly perfect correlations or imply Bell inequalities (as do local theories). For instance,
it is impossible to violate Bell inequalities even if a dependence on the distant outcome
holds as in the product form (Hα

16), P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βaλ)P (β|bλ). Consequently, the
empirical violation of the inequalities does rule out local theories (which is well known
from the original argument) and these weakly non-local ones (which is one central result
of this paper). Showing that the violation of Bell inequalities excludes more theories
than the standard Bell argument suggests, the new argument has a stronger conclusion
than the original one.

The remaining theories, which are compatible with a violation of Bell inequalities, are
called ‘strongly non-local’; a list of their product forms is given by (Hα

1 )–(Hα
14) in Table 1

(and the corresponding complementary classes (Hβ
1 )–(Hβ

14)). They are characterized by
the fact that at least one of the factors in the product form involves both settings in
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2. Strengthening Bell’s argument

its conditionals, i.e. at least one of the outcomes must depend probabilistically (or
functionally, respectively) on both settings. Without such a dependence between an
outcome and both settings Bell inequalities cannot be violated. Before we will examine
the required dependences in more detail (Sections 3 and 4), we shall now discuss some
immediate consequences of these results.

(2) The fact that certain non-local theories imply Bell inequalities first of all illus-
trates that Bell inequalities are not locality conditions in the sense that, if a probability
distribution obeys a Bell inequality, it must be local. In the discussion, Bell inequalities
are so closely linked to locality that one could have this impression. Of course, Bell’s
argument never really justified that view, for the logic of the standard Bell argument
is that local factorization (given measurement independence and perfect correlations)
is merely sufficient (and not necessary) for Bell inequalities. The association between
Bell inequalities and locality might have arisen from the fact that for a long time local
factorization had been the only product form which has been shown to imply Bell in-
equalities. Given only this information, it was at least possible (though unproven) that
the holding of Bell inequalities implies locality. However, since we have shown that
some weakly non-local classes in general imply Bell inequalities and since one can easily
find examples of strongly non-local distributions that conform to Bell inequalities, it
has become explicit that this is not true. Not all probability distributions obeying Bell
inequalities are local.16

(3) The conclusions of the new Bell argument, which we have derived, are considerably
stronger than those of previous versions. We have shown that the violation of Bell
inequalities not only excludes local theories but also weakly non-localα and weakly non-
localβ ones. In contrast, the conclusion of the standard Bell argument only forbids local
theories and allows for all non-local ones, including the weakly non-local classes that
we have shown to imply Bell inequalities. In this sense, the usual constraint following
from the standard Bell argument, is inappropriately weak. While this is not to say
that the standard argument is logically incorrect, it does mean that its conclusion is
not as tight as it could be. We should keep in mind that any argument based on this
standard conclusion, especially Jarrett’s analysis, proceeds from a mixture of classes
that can violate Bell inequalities with classes that imply them—and therefore might
yield misleading results.

(4) The same is not true of our new result: All classes that it allows, all strongly non-
local classes, can violate Bell inequalities. For this reason it is impossible to strengthen
Bell’s argument in such a way as to rule out more classes of probability distributions

16 Note that this result is not in conflict with Fine’s insight (1982b) that an empirical probability
distribution obeying a Bell inequality is equivalent with the existence of at least one local hidden
probability distribution that implies the empirical distribution in question (‘local stochastic hidden
variable model’). Notwithstanding, my claim that not every hidden probability distribution which
obeys a Bell inequality is local can nevertheless be true because besides the local hidden probability
distribution there can be non-local hidden probability distributions that imply the empirical distri-
bution in question. Combining the two insights, for any non-local distribution, which implies Bell
inequalities, there exists a local distribution such that the two share the same empirical distribution.
Since weakly non-local distributions necessarily imply Bell inequalities this makes explicit that they
cannot even come closer to violating the Bell inequalities than local distributions do.
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than we have ruled out here. In this sense, we can say that if our considerations have
been correct and the typical background assumptions hold (measurement independence
and nearly perfect (anti-)correlations), by our systematic approach we can be sure that
the conclusions from the new Bell argument are the strongest possible consequences of
the violation of Bell inequalities on a qualitative probabilistic level. Note that this is
not to say that further classes might not be ruled out due to other criteria, maybe due
to their incompatibility with relativity or the like. The label ‘qualitative probabilistic’
indicates that we have only referred to classes of probability distributions defined by their
probabilistic dependences and independences without referring to quantitative features
(or to qualitative sub-probabilistic features, see fn. 17).

It might be interesting to make explicit how we have arrived at this strong conclusion.
Especially, our considerations in this paper have two important features that preclude
future strengthenings of the argument to rule out more classes. First, the central meth-
odological procedure of our argument was to consider all logically possible classes of
probability distributions. Hence, any probability distribution that conceivably might
describe an EPR/B experiment must fall under one of the classes in our systematic
overview (cf. Table 1). For this reason, we can be sure that we have not overlooked any
probability distribution for the EPR/B experiment. There simply are no probability
distributions left that might bring in surprise; we have captured them all.

A second important feature is that our argument provides sufficient and necessary
conditions for classes to imply Bell inequalities. By stating that local classes imply Bell
inequalities, former arguments typically have only provided sufficient criteria. This left
open the possibility that there are further classes implying the inequalities—and, indeed,
here we have found that many non-local classes, viz. the weakly non-local ones, do as
well. On the other hand, by explicitly showing that the remaining classes, the strongly
non-local classes, can violate the inequalities (see the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, where
we have constructed explicit examples of distributions in those classes that violate the
inequalities), we have precluded that future arguments might show one of the strongly
non-local classes to imply the inequalities as well. And if this argument, that proceeds
on the qualitative probabilistic level of the classes and their product forms, is correct,
and the background assumptions we have presupposed hold, we cannot entail a stronger
claim on that level than that local and weakly non-local classes imply Bell inequalities
while strongly non-local classes can violate them.

(5) The latter claim also reveals a certain limitation of the argument presented here.
It emphatically does not say that strongly non-local classes violate Bell inequalities; it
only says that strongly non-local classes can violate Bell inequalities, meaning that some
of the strongly non-local distributions do violate the inequalities while others do not. In
fact, one can explicitly find examples for probability distributions in each of the strongly
non-localα classes (Hα

1 )–(Hα
14) (as well as in the strongly non-localβ classes (Hβ

1 )–(Hβ
14))

which obey Bell inequalities—and these distributions clearly could be ruled out by more
precise arguments. However, belonging to the same class, discerning strongly non-local
classes which violate the inequalities from those that obey them clearly cannot be made
on a qualitative probabilistic level. Any improvement of the argument must refer to the
specific quantitative features of the probability distribution in question (or qualitative
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features on a sub-probabilistic level17), so there is no general claim that can be made
on the basis of the mere product form; the product form of any strongly non-local class
alone does not determine whether Bell inequalities hold or fail.

It follows that the consequence of my stronger Bell argument, that the quantum world
can only be described correctly by a theory falling under a strongly non-local class, is
only a necessary condition for violating Bell inequalities; it is not a sufficient one. (Note
the difference between conditions for violating Bell inequalities and conditions for not
implying them; we have provided necessary and sufficient conditions for the latter but
only necessary ones for the former.) Sufficient criteria to violate Bell inequalities would
have to involve conditions for the strength of the correlations. A common measure for
how strong a correlation is, is mutual information, so information theoretic works which
derive numerical values for how much mutual information has to be given in order to
violate Bell inequalities, provide an answer to that question (cf. Maudlin 1994, ch. 6
and Pawlowski et al. 2010). These are important works, which can further sharpen the
constraints for quantum non-locality following from EPR/B experiments. Such quant-
itative improvements, however, do not count against my claim here that the conclusion
of my new stronger Bell argument captures the strongest possible consequences of the
violation of Bell inequalities on a qualitative probabilistic level.

3. Analyzing the conclusions

Having strengthened Bell’s argument to a more informative conclusion, we now have to
make precise what this new, stronger constraint for quantum non-locality amounts to.
Jarrett (1984) proved that the standard probabilistic constraint for quantum non-locality
following from the usual Bell argument, the failure of local factorization, is equivalent to
‘outcome dependence or parameter dependence’. The very idea of Jarrett’s analysis is
that a complex dependence condition (the failure of local factorization) can be analysed
by pairwise statistical dependences (outcome dependence and parameter dependence).
Our new constraint for quantum non-locality, the failure of local and weakly non-local
product forms, is a complex dependence condition as well. So we can apply Jarrett’s
idea to our new case and understand ‘analysis’ as providing an expression in terms of

17 Seevinck (2008, sec. 3.3.2), generalizing an insight of Fahmi and Golshani (2002), provides an
example of a subclass of the strongly non-localα class (Hα

1 ) that implies Bell inequalities. The
defining feature of the subclass is that the factors of the product form that defines (Hα

1 )—
P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βabλ)P (β|abλ)—have the specific functional form P (α|βabλ) = f(α, a, λ)x(β, b, λ)
and P (β|abλ) = g(β, b, λ)y(a, λ), and with these it is easy to derive Bell inequalities. Note that
specifying the conditional probabilities in this way leaves the product form and hence the cent-
ral (in-)dependences untouched because the functions f, g, x, y are not themselves probabilities, but
rather determine values of probabilities. Therefore, it seems appropriate to say that indicating the
functional form of conditional probabilities is ‘a qualitative characterization on a sub-probabilistic
level’ and that the possibility of such additional characterizations does not speak against my claim
that I have provided the strongest possible consequences of the violation of Bell inequalities on
a qualitative probabilistic level. In contrast to the probabilistic level, which is connected to laws
and causation and thereby to the question of locality, it seems unclear, however, whether this sub-
probabilistic level has a physical or metaphysical meaning.
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pairwise probabilistic dependences which is equivalent to the new constraint. Providing
an analysis of the new stronger constraint will make explicit the differences to the usual
constraint.

I first recall shortly Jarrett’s analysis (Section 3.1) and introduce an appropriate set of
independences, which can serve as analysantia of the new constraint (Section 3.2). Then
I shall develop an analysis for each of the classes (Hα

i ) (Section 3.3) and subsequently of
the new probabilistic constraint for quantum non-locality (Section 3.4).

3.1. Jarrett’s analysis

Jarrett (1984) had the idea that one can be more explicit about the probabilistic nature
of quantum non-locality by analyzing the probabilistic statement local factorization (LF)
in terms of pairwise conditional probabilistic independences. By a ‘pairwise conditional
probabilistic independence’ I mean the fact that a random variable x is independent of
another y given a conjunction of further variables z. This is said to be true if and only
if

∀ x, y, z : P (x|yz) = P (x|z), (7)

where x, y, z denote the values of the variables x,y, z. The independence is noted as
I(x,y|z). If, however, (7) fails, because there is at least one set of values for which
P (x|yz) 6= P (x|z), the variables x and y are called ‘dependent given z’, and this prob-
abilistic dependence is noted as ¬I(x,y|z).

Jarrett uses three pairwise independences: ‘outcome independence’ is defined as
I(α,β|abλ) and ‘parameter independence’ as a conjunction of two independences,
I(α, b|aλ) ∧ I(β,a|bλ). (Originally, Jarrett denotes these independences as ‘complete-
ness’ and ‘locality’ respectively, but we shall use the now established names.) Jarrett
proved mathematically that

(P7) Local factorization is equivalent to the conjunction of outcome independence
and parameter independence:

(LF)↔ I(α,β|abλ) ∧ I(α, b|aλ) ∧ I(β,a|bλ) (8)

From (C1), the conclusion of the standard Bell argument that local factorization fails,
and (P7) he concluded that

(C2) Outcome dependence or parameter dependence holds:

¬I(α,β|abλ) ∨ ¬I(α, b|aλ) ∨ ¬I(β,a|bλ) (9)

which is the analysis of the probabilistic constraint following from the standard Bell
argument (‘Jarrett’s analysis’).
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3.2. Different kinds of parameter independences

Aiming to analyze the new probabilistic constraint for quantum non-locality we first
have to get an overview which concepts can play the role of the analysantia. In Table 2 I
introduce those nine pairwise independences which will be relevant. Among the relevant
independences we find usual outcome independence, I(α,β|abλ), as well as I(α, b|aλ),
one independence of the conjunction which is usually called ‘parameter independence’.
Here we see a first problem with the standard names: How shall we call the latter if its
conjunction with I(β,a|bλ) is called ‘parameter independence’? My table introduces
new terminology, which tries to stay as close to the standard names as possible, but
obviously further qualifications are needed. My suggestion is to continue to use the name
‘parameter independence’ for all independences between an outcome and its distant
parameter (i.e. setting), but to add the outcome in question, namely ‘α-parameter
independence’ or ‘β-parameter independence’ respectively. Further differentiation in the
nomenclature is required by the fact that there is another α-parameter independence in
the table, I(α, b|βaλ), which differs from the one already mentioned in the conditional
variables (it additionally includes the outcome β). Such independences of the same type
but with different conditional variables are different independences and are in general
logically independent of another: One can hold or not irrespective of whether the other
does or does not. (One can show that only for more than two pairwise independences
logical restrictions appear, see the semi-graphoid axioms ‘contraction’ and ‘intersection’
in Pearl 2000, 11.) I discern them by indices, e.g. the former is called ‘α-parameter
independence2’, the latter ‘α-parameter independence1’. Of course, there are further
α-parameter independences (namely those conditional on βλ and λ), which, however,
do not play any role for the analysis here.

Similarly to ‘parameter independences’ I define ‘local parameter independences’ (see
Table 2), which instead of the independence of an outcome on its distant parameter
(e.g. α on b) claim the independence of an outcome on its local parameter (e.g. α on
a). Besides these new names I have also introduced short labels for each independence,
which we will mainly use in the following.

Having introduced these new concepts we are now in a position to clearly see one of
the sources of confusion in the standard discussion. ‘Outcome dependence or parameter
dependence’ does not necessarily mean that if you accept outcome dependence you can
avoid parameter dependence in the sense of any kind of dependence of an outcome on its
distant parameter (conditional on whatever variables). The slogan just says that in this

case you can avoid parameter dependence in the usual sense of ¬(PIα2 ) ∨ ¬(PIβ2 ), while
other kinds of parameter dependences like ¬(PIα1 ) might still hold. Indeed the analysis
of the new constraint will yield that at least one of the two parameter dependences
¬(PIα1 ) and ¬(PIβ2 ) must hold (as well as at least one of ¬(PIβ1 ) and ¬(PIα2 )). Parameter
dependence in this broader sense cannot be avoided but will turn out to be a necessary
condition for violating the Bell inequalities.
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Table 2: Definition of conditional independences

independence standard name new name label

I(α,β|abλ) outcome independence outcome independence1 (OI1)

I(α, b|βaλ) – α-parameter independence1 (PIα1 )

I(α, b|aλ) [part of] parameter ind. α-parameter independence2 (PIα2 )

I(β,a|αbλ) – β-parameter independence1 (PIβ1 )

I(β,a|bλ) [part of] parameter ind. β-parameter independence2 (PIβ2 )

I(α,a|βbλ) – α-local parameter independence1 (LPIα1 )

I(α,a|bλ) – α-local parameter independence2 (LPIα2 )

I(β, b|αaλ) – β-local parameter independence1 (LPIβ1 )

I(β, b|aλ) – β-local parameter independence2 (LPIβ2 )

3.3. Analysis of the classes

With these pairwise independences we can now attempt to analyse each class of probab-
ility distributions. For the analysis of the classes (Hα

i ) in Table Table 1 we shall need five
independences from Table 2 (the other four independences plus outcome independence1

are only required for the analysis of the classes (Hβ
j ); see below). We have noted the

corresponding dependences in the bottom line of Table 1, i.e. each dependence is asso-
ciated with one of the columns II–VI. The idea is that the dependence holds in a class if
the column of that class contains ‘1’. Otherwise, i.e. if it contains ‘0’, the corresponding
independence holds. The result of this analysis is stated by the following theorem:

Theorem 6. Each class (Hα
i ) in Table 1 is equivalent to the conjunction of the spe-

cific pattern of dependences and independences (see the bottom line of the table, labelled
‘Analysis’) indicated by 1’s or 0’s, respectively, in columns II–VI.

(Proof in Appendix A.6)

The theorem means that each pattern of dependences and independences corresponds
to exactly one of the classes, e.g.

(Hα
7 )⇔ ¬(OI1) ∧ ¬(PIα1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIα1 ) ∧ (PIβ2 ) ∧ (LPIβ2 ). (10)

One can see from the table that each of the five independences corresponds to exactly one
of the five variables in the conditionals of the factors: If a certain independence holds, the
corresponding variable does not appear (and vice versa), and if a certain independence
fails, the corresponding variable does appear (and vice versa). Specifically, if (OI1) holds,
the first factor of the hidden joint probability does not involve the other outcome β (and
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vice versa), and if it does not, the first factor includes it (and vice versa). Similarly,
(PIα1 ) and (LPIα1 ) correspond to the distant and the local parameter in the first factor
respectively, while (PIα2 ) and (LPIα2 ) are linked to the distant and the local parameter in
the second factor respectively. So the holding or failure of each of the five independences
has a very well defined impact on the product form of the hidden joint probability (and
vice versa), and the conjunction of all independences which hold according to a certain
probability distribution determines its product form, i.e. its class (and vice versa).

We should note that each factorization condition is equivalent with the pattern of
independences (without the dependences). In contrast, we have defined classes by a
factorization condition and the assumption that the factorization condition in question
is minimal, i.e. cannot be reduced by dropping further variables; and in order to capture
the minimality claim for a given class also the corresponding dependences are required
(for details see the proof of Theorem 6).18

Mutatis mutandis, one finds the analysis of the classes (Hβ
i ):

Corollary 7. Each class (Hβ
i ) is equivalent to the conjunction of the specific pattern of

dependences and independences indicated by 1’s or 0’s, respectively, in columns II–VI of
each line i in Table 1, which then denote ¬(OI1), ¬(PIα1 ), ¬(LPIα1 ), ¬(PIβ2 ), ¬(LPIβ2 ).

For instance: (Hβ
7 )⇔ ¬(OI1) ∧ ¬(PIβ1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ1 ) ∧ (PIα2 ) ∧ (LPIα2 ).

3.4. Analysis of the stronger conclusion

We can now use the analysis of the single classes to analyze the new, stronger conclusion
of the Bell argument. This will provide us with sufficient and necessary conditions for a
class being able to violate Bell inequalities.

We had found that quantum non-locality is the failure of all localα, weakly non-localα,
localβ and weakly non-localβ classes (C1′) and that these classes are characterized by the
fact that their constituting product forms involve at most one setting (parameter) in each
of its factors. Let us first give an analysis of the localα and weakly non-localα classes.
By our analysis of the single classes (Hα

1 )–(Hα
32) the first factor of the defining product

form involves at most one parameter if and only if at least one of the independences
α-parameter independence1, (PIα1 ), or α-local parameter independence1, (LPIα1 ), holds.
Similarly, at most one parameter appears in the second factor if and only if β-parameter
independence2, (PIβ2 ), or β-local parameter independence2, (LPIβ2 ), hold. So we have
found the following equivalence:

(P7′a) The disjunction of localα and weakly non-localα classes is equivalent to the
fact that α is independent1 of at least one parameter and β is independent2

of at least one parameter:

18 This explains why our analysis of the class defined by local factorization, (Hα
29) ⇔ (OI1) ∧ (PIα1 ) ∧

¬(LPIα1 ) ∧ (PIβ2 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ2 ), involves dependences besides independences, though Jarretts analysis
of local factorization (as being equivalent to (OI1) ∧ (PIα2 ) ∧ (PIβ2 )) only refers to independences.
Furthermore, in Jarrett’s analysis (PIα1 ) is replaced by (PIα2 ) (as compared to the analysis from
Table 1); but since (OI1) holds, the replacement is equivalent: One can easily prove that (OI1) ∧
(PIα1 )⇔ (OI1) ∧ (PIα2 ).
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( 32∨
i=15

(Hα
i )
)
↔
[(

(PIα1 ) ∨ (LPIα1 )
)
∧
(

(PIβ2 ) ∨ (LPIβ2 )
)]

In a very similar way one can find an analysis for the β-classes (remember the table
which is symmetric to Table 1 in swapping the outcomes and the parameters and apply
all considerations mutatis mutandis):

(P7′b) The disjunction of localβ and weakly non-localβ classes is equivalent to the
fact that β is independent1 of at least one parameter and α is independent2

of at least one parameter:( 32∨
i=15

(Hβ
i )
)
↔
[(

(PIβ1 ) ∨ (LPIβ1 )
)
∧
(

(PIα2 ) ∨ (LPIα2 )
)]

Since according to the conclusion of the stronger Bell argument (C1′) the disjunction
of all localα, weakly non-localα, localβ and weakly non-localβ classes fails, the negation
of the disjunction of (P7′a) and (P7′b) finally yields the analysis of (C1′):

(C2′) Probabilistic Bell contextuality: α depends1 on both parameters or β
depends2 on both parameters and β depends1 on both parameters or α
depends2 on both parameters:[(

¬(PIα1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIα1 )
)
∨
(
¬(PIβ2 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ2 )

)]
∧
[(
¬(PIβ1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ1 )

)
∨
(
¬(PIα2 ) ∧ ¬(LPIα2 )

)]
While the conclusion (C1′) of the stronger Bell argument was in terms of classes, here

we have the equivalent expression, the analysis, in terms of pairwise independences. It
is a non-trivial logical expression whose meaning and implications are not immediately
obvious. A first understanding might be attained by making explicit how this analysis
of the conclusion (C1′) is also an analysis of the equivalent conclusion (C1′′), which says
that the conjunction of strongly non-localα and strongly non-localβ classes holds. These
classes were characterized by the fact that at least one of the factors in each product form
must involve both parameters and this is exactly what (C2′) says: The first term in the
first disjunction, ¬(PIα1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIα1 ) (‘α-double parameter dependence1’), guarantees a
dependence on both parameters in the first factor of the product forms (Hα

i ), the second

term in the first disjunction, ¬(PIβ2 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ2 ) (‘β-double parameter dependence2’),
implies a similar fact for the second factor of these forms, and analogously, the second
disjunction entails a dependence on both parameters in at least one of the factors of the
product forms (Hβ

i ) (and vice versa).
So the analysis involves double parameter dependences for each outcome in two dif-

ferent forms, either conditional on all other variables (double parameter dependence1)
or conditional on all other variables excluding the other outcome (double parameter
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dependence2). By the logic of the expression there are four possible combinations:

(C2′)⇔
[
¬(PIα1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIα1 ) ∧ ¬(PIβ1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ1 )

]
∨
[
¬(PIα1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIα1 ) ∧ ¬(PIα2 ) ∧ ¬(LPIα2 )

]
∨
[
¬(PIβ1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ1 ) ∧ ¬(PIβ2 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ2 )

]
∨
[
¬(PIα2 ) ∧ ¬(LPIα2 ) ∧ ¬(PIβ2 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ2 )

]
This makes explicit that either one of the outcomes is both double parameter dependent1

and double parameter dependent2, or there are mixed cases in which both outcomes are
double parameter dependent (each in one of the two forms). The Bell argument does
not say which of these four possibilities is correct, but there is one fact that one cannot
avoid in any of these cases:

(C3) Double parameter dependence: At least one of the outcomes depends
probabilistically on both parameters (in at least one of the forms double
parameter dependence1 or double parameter dependence2).

(Note that (C2′) implies (C3), but not vice versa.) So we have found two results: the pre-
cise probabilistic analysis (C2′) of the new stronger conclusion (C1′) and a general feature
of and deriving from that analysis (C3). Since the conclusion is a necessary condition
for EPR/B correlations (if measurement independence and nearly perfect (anti-)corre-
lations hold), double parameter dependence of at least one of the outcomes, which is
implied by quantum non-locality, is a necessary condition for EPR/B correlations as
well: Whenever we find that EPR/B correlations hold, double parameter dependence
(C3) must hold as well. So given that measurement results in our world yield EPR/B
correlations (and assuming measurement independence), we can be sure that at least
one of the outcomes depends both on the local as well as on the distant parameter.

On the other hand, since here we have derived an analysis of a conclusion following
from the violation of Bell inequalities, neither the analysis (C2′) nor its consequence
double parameter dependence (C3), is sufficient for the violation of Bell inequalities. If,
according to a certain probability distribution, an outcome depends on both parameters
in the sense of (C2′) the correlations between the two wings might be strong enough to
violate Bell inequalities—but they need not be (see paragraph (4) in Section 2.7). How-
ever, we also know (from that section) that the conclusion of the argument is sufficient
for a class to be able to violate Bell inequalities, in the sense that if a class fulfills the
conditions mentioned in the conclusion, there is at least one probability distribution in
that class which violates the inequalities. Hence, the analysis (C2′) is also a sufficient
condition for a class to be able to violate Bell inequalities (but its implication (C3) is
not).
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4. Discussion II

4.1. Pitfalls of Jarrett’s analysis

Similar to how Jarrett analysed the conclusion of the standard Bell argument by pair-
wise (in-)dependences, we have analysed the conclusion of the stronger Bell argument.
The essential difference between his analysis and the one presented here is that the ana-
lysandum of the former, the failure of local factorization, as opposed to the analysandum
of the latter, the failure of local and weakly non-local classes, is a considerably weaker
concept. From a logical point of view, there is nothing wrong about Jarrett’s analysis,
and understood literally, it is perfectly right. However, the situation with the different
dependences is confusing and it is not easy to understand it correctly, so let me point to
the pitfalls of the situation.

(1) The main message of our new result is that given EPR/B correlations and meas-
urement independence one cannot avoid some kind of dependence between at least one of
the outcomes and both parameters (C3). This is a necessary condition for the violation
of Bell inequalities according to my new analysis. Jarrett’s analysis, in contrast, does
not bring out this essential requirement: From his result ‘outcome dependence or para-
meter dependence’ one cannot see that, necessarily, there must be some kind of double
parameter dependence. This seems to be due to the fact that he analyses a weaker
concept.

(2) Jarrett’s result might even seem to contradict our new result if one understands
it to claim that one can avoid any dependence between an outcome and its distant
setting when outcome dependence holds. This, however, is not what it literally says
(and if this interpretation were the correct reading of Jarrett’s result, it would indeed be
plainly wrong). For ‘parameter dependence’ here does not mean any kind of parameter
dependence but a very specific kind, namely parameter dependence2, and saying that one
can avoid this specific kind does not mean that there is no dependence of the outcomes
on their distant parameters at all. Our presentation of different kinds of parameter
dependences (see Table 2) has made explicit that parameter dependence2 is only one
among several kinds, all of which might hold if parameter dependence2 fails. So in a
careful literal reading Jarrett’s result does not contradict our result (C2′), that one can
avoid parameter dependence2 only if parameter dependence1 holds.

However, if one is not aware of the different kinds of parameter dependences (and in
the debate so far other kinds than parameter dependence2 do not play a significant role)19

the slogan ‘outcome dependence or parameter dependence’ is liable to be misunderstood
to its non-literal false sense, that one can avoid any kind of parameter dependence
if outcome dependence holds. In fact, it seems that Jarrett’s result summarized by
Shimony’s slogan has to a large extent received this infelicitous interpretation. There is
a bunch of literature about quantum non-locality (on any level, whether causal, spatio-
temporal or metaphysical) which is based on Jarrett’s distinction, and which discusses
in detail what outcome dependence or parameter dependence would amount to, the

19 Maudlin (1994) points to parameter dependence1 and possible conceptual confusions, but he does not
explain in detail the relation with parameter dependence2 and outcome dependence.
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preferred solution being ‘outcome dependence without parameter dependence’. In many
cases the reasoning makes only sense, if one assumes the non-literal false reading. To
give an example, ‘outcome dependence without parameter dependence’ has often been
interpreted to show that there is only a non-local metaphysical connection between the
outcomes (but no connection between an outcome and its distant setting) and that
connection has been given different names (‘passion at-a-distance’, Shimony 1984 and
Jarrett 1989; ‘relational holism’, Teller 1989; ‘nonseparability’, Howard 1989). These
scenarios tacitly assume that there is no dependence on the distant parameter at all or
at least no such dependence which is relevant. Both these assumptions are proven wrong
by our new result that, necessarily, there must be some kind of parameter dependence.

(3) Another unfortunate feature of Jarrett’s analysis is that it is formulated with
inappropriate categories. More specifically, there is no logical expression involving only
his categories ‘outcome dependence’ and ‘parameter dependence’ that might tell apart
classes that can violate Bell inequalities from classes that cannot. Consider the parti-
tion of the probability distributions according to the dependences in Jarrett’s analysis
(Table 3). There are four classes, which I call ‘Jarrett’s classes’ and label as (J1)–(J4).

Any of the 32 possible classes (Hα
i ) from Table 1 (as well as any of the classes (Hβ

i )
from the complementary scheme) must fall into one of Jarrett’s coarse-grained classes.
While the local classes belong to (J4), any of the classes (J1)–(J3) includes both weakly
and strongly non-local classes. So Jarrett’s non-local classes mix classes of probability
distributions which can violate Bell inequalities with such which cannot (see Figure 2).
They do not cut the probability distributions at their natural joints. The central reason
for this seems to be that Jarrett’s analysandum, the failure of local factorization, already
mixes classes of the these different types.

Table 3: Jarrett’s classes of possible probability distributions

Label ¬(OI1) ¬(PIα2 ) ∨¬(PIβ2 ) Notes

(J1) 1 1
quantum
non-locality

(J2) 0 1 Bohm

(J3) 1 0 QM

(J4) 0 0 locality

So it seems that a significant amount of the debate after Jarrett’s paper which has
focused on the question of the formal, physical and metaphysical differences between
outcome dependence1 and parameter dependence2, in order to decide which of the two
does hold, is misguided. ‘Outcome dependence or parameter dependence?’ is just the
wrong question if one wants to explore deeper into the nature of quantum non-locality,
because each of the two options subsumes classes of probability distributions which can
and such which cannot violate Bell inequalities. Rather, the natural question, the new
analysis shows, is which of the outcomes is double parameter dependent and whether it
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strong
weak

locality

non-locality

Figure 2: Outcome dependence1 and parameter dependence2 vs. weak and strong non-
locality.

is double parameter dependent1 or double parameter dependent2.
Since the matter with statistical dependences is abstract, let me illustrate this point

by a rough analogy. To characterize quantum non-locality by saying that it is outcome
dependent or parameter dependent is like characterizing those things that we call cars
by the statement ‘cars have a radio or a combustion engine’. While there is nothing
wrong about this statement from a logical point of view, it is not a statement that cuts
the problem at its natural joints and that we should go on to work with. If it were the
only characterization of cars that we had—like it was with Jarrett’s characterization of
quantum non-locality since 1984 until now—we could easily be misled about their nature.
Clearly, a more reasonable characterization would be to say that cars have a combustion
engine or an electric engine, which also brings out the essential fact that cars must have
some kind of engine. And this is what we have done in this paper by pointing out that
quantum non-locality either requires parameter dependence1 or parameter dependence2.

(4) A defender of Jarrett’s analysis might respond, that the distinction is not as unnat-
ural as I claim here, because it discerns theories that are incompatible with relativity,
due to the fact that they imply the possibility of superluminal signaling (parameter
dependent2 theories), from those that are not (outcome dependent1 theories). We have
said in the introduction that we cannot discuss the matter of compatibility with relativ-
ity in this paper, but whatever the truth concerning this issue is:20 If the distinction
between parameter dependent2 theories and theories that are not parameter dependent2

20 While it has been contested that parameter dependent2 theories even in principle allow for super-
luminal signaling, Arntzenius (1994) has pointed out that parameter dependent2 theories should
nevertheless be excluded because they yield inconsistencies in certain loop-like setups in a relativistic
space-time.
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is important for the compatibility with relativity in any way, my new analysis is equally
suited to discern them because it involves parameter dependence2 as well. In our ana-
logy: The defender of the ‘radio or combustion engine’ characterization of cars might
insist that the characterization is interesting, because it allows to discern between cars
that are compatible with law regulations in a zero-emission country (cars without com-
bustion engine) and those that are not (cars with combustion engine). However, the
‘electric engine or combustion engine’ characterization accomplishes this as well (and
additionally has the above mentioned obvious advantages).

4.2. Shortcomings of the received view: Outcome dependence cannot
explain the violation of Bell inequalities

After these more general remarks about Jarrett’s analysis and the resulting classes of
probability distributions, let us turn to the most prominent of these classes. Under the
label ‘outcome dependent theories’ Jarrett’s class (J3) has evolved as the received view
of what quantum non-locality (that can be compatible with relativity) amounts to on
a probabilistic level (Jarrett 1984; Shimony 1986). We have already said that our new
analysis reveals that (J3) involves classes that imply the Bell inequalities—and this has
some remarkable consequences.

(5) Let me emphasize at the outset that from a logical point of view there is noth-
ing wrong about the received view. By the logic of the involved arguments (the Bell
argument and arguments against parameter dependence2 from relativity) it is a neces-
sary condition for the violation of Bell inequalities and compatibility with relativity and,
therefore, it is perfectly alright to include classes that imply the Bell inequalities. Fur-
thermore, neither Jarrett (1984) nor Shimony (1984) says that (J3) is intended to only
involve classes that can violate the Bell inequalities. However, they neither do say that
this is not the case, and for a long time it has been an open question whether (J3) also
is sufficient for classes of product forms to be able to violate Bell inequalities.

(6) My new result in this paper provides an answer to this question: Outcome depen-
dence1 and hence (J3) is not sufficient for a class to be able to violate Bell inequalities.
For what is required from a theory to be able to violate Bell inequalities is that at least
one of the outcomes depends on both settings (double parameter dependence), so espe-
cially a dependence on the distant parameter is required. This finding is corroborated
by the fact that all classes in Table 1 whose only non-local dependence is outcome de-
pendence (i.e. a subset of the classes in (J3), particularly including (Hα

16)) imply the
Bell inequalities.

My new analysis moreover shows that outcome dependence1 is not only not sufficient,
but does not play any role for the question whether a class can violate Bell inequalities:
If a class is double parameter dependent, it can violate Bell inequalities, and if it is not, it
cannot. Outcome dependence is not part of these necessary and sufficient conditions for
a class being able to violate Bell inequalities. In this sense, whether outcome dependence
holds is irrelevant for the question whether a class can violate the inequalities.

This is emphatically not to say that outcome dependence does not hold if one finds
that Bell inequalities are violated—it might or it might not. But if it does, it cannot
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be the only non-local dependence. Neither is this to say that outcome dependence, if
it holds, does not contribute to a violation of the Bell inequalities—to the contrary:
If outcome dependence holds, it will make such a contribution.21 But it will not be a
contribution that is crucial for making the difference between violating the inequalities
or not.

(7) While all these findings do not make the received view untenable from a logical
point of view, they make it liable to be misunderstood to its non-literal wrong meaning
that outcome dependence is the crucial non-local dependence that explains the violation
of the Bell inequalities. In fact, it seems that a number of authors have understood the
received view to this unsupported wrong meaning. For, as we have already said above in
paragraph (2) (Section 4.1), they have interpreted it to show that quantum non-locality
is some kind of metaphysical dependence between the outcomes (a non-separability ac-
cording to most authors), instead of a connection between the outcomes and their distant
settings—and this interpretation would be pointless, if outcome dependence would not
suffice to explain the violation of the Bell inequalities.

(8) While outcome dependence1 in a literal sense (as Shimony defined ‘outcome de-
pendence’, referring to Jarrett’s definition of ‘completeness’) is not sufficient for violating
Bell inequalities, a defender of ‘outcome dependence’ might claim that the literal reading
is a misinterpretation of the received view, as the view never was meant to require just
outcome dependence1 (and parameter independence2). Rather, it should be interpreted
non-literally to require outcome dependence and appropriate local parameter depend-
ences, i.e. α-local parameter dependence1/2 as well as β-local parameter dependence1/2.
To strengthen her position she might point to the fact that it is physically plausible
that these dependences hold anyway. However, this proposal still involves class (Hα

16),
defined by P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βaλ)P (β|bλ), which, as we have shown above, implies Bell
inequalities.

The proponent of outcome dependence may respond that the interpretation of ‘out-
come dependence’ is still too weak. Rather, we should understand it to include out-
come dependence1, the just mentioned local parameter dependences and parameter
dependences1, i.e. α-parameter dependence1 and β-parameter dependence1. These de-
pendences are realized in class (Hα

3 ), P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βabλ)P (β|bλ), which essen-
tially describes the quantum mechanical distribution (if one neglects the dependence on
the hidden variable), and in class (Hα

1 ) (and their counterparts from the complement-
ary partition). The non-local parameter dependence in the first factor, α-parameter
dependence1, it might be said, is required, because from a physical perspective the prob-
ability distribution has to reflect which measurement has been carried out at the other
wing. This dependence seems to be unproblematic because—unlike usual parameter
dependence2—it conditions on the distant outcome and hence is not in tension with
relativity, because it cannot be used to send signals.

21 A dependence on the distant outcome does matter when one considers not only the violation of Bell
inequalities but the exact quantitative reproduction of EPR/B correlations. Pawlowski et al. (2010)
have shown that there must be information about the distant outcome and this information can either
be available by a direct correlation between the outcomes (as in the case of quantum mechanics) or
be revealed by a hidden variable (which, however, is not available in the case of quantum mechanics).
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In this strongly non-literal reading ‘outcome dependence’ indeed is sufficient for a
class being able to violate Bell inequalities: All four classes are among those that can
violate the Bell inequalities. However, this reading of ‘outcome dependence’ is highly
problematic. One reason is that this interpretation makes ‘outcome dependence’ a highly
misleading name, because it hides the crucial fact that another non-local dependence is
included as well. More importantly, however, if we assume this interpretation of ‘out-
come dependence’, the disjunction of ‘outcome dependence’ and parameter dependence2

ceases to be equivalent to the failure of local factorization—which is a central fact in
the argument for the received view. While one might try to argue that the local para-
meter dependences are plausible and tacit background assumptions rather than a part of
what ‘outcome dependence’ means, one surely cannot say the same about the non-local
parameter dependences1.

To sum up, a proponent of the received view who wishes to defend that theories that
are ‘outcome dependent’ (and parameter independent2) provide a central category in the
debate about quantum non-locality, faces the following dilemma: There is no meaning
of ‘outcome dependence’ such that the following claims are both true:

(O1) Outcome dependence and parameter independence2 only include classes that can
violate Bell inequalities.

(O2) Outcome dependence or parameter dependence2 are equivalent to the failure of
local factorization.

(9) There is, however, one sense in which outcome dependence is required. If one
accepts my argument that (J3) is an inappropriate characterisation of quantum non-
locality but wants to carry over Jarrett’s and Shimony’s idea that parameter depen-
dence2 is forbidden due to relativistic constraints (Jarrett claims that it is equivalent
with superluminal signalling in the EPR/B setup), the new analysis (C2′) yields that
we must have

¬(PIα1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIα1 ) ∧ ¬(PIβ1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ1 ) (11)

Since one can prove that ¬(PIx1) ∧ (OI1) ⇒ ¬(PIx2), where x= α, β, condition (11) and
parameter independence2 jointly imply outcome dependence1. So outcome dependence1

necessarily holds when Bell inequalities are found to be violated and parameter depen-
dence2 is forbidden. I emphasize that this fact does not speak in any way against my
result or for the received view. For outcome dependence only follows if, by my result,
it is clear that parameter independence2 and the violation of Bell inequalities imply
parameter dependence1. So by the logic of the situation, outcome dependence1 is not
the central feature of that position, but just a consequence thereof, and, especially, it has
nothing to do with explaining the violation of the Bell inequalities. It would, therefore,
be massively misleading to describe such theories just as ‘outcome dependent’.

(10) Finally, we should explain how quantum mechanics fits into this picture. Accord-
ing to the received view, quantum mechanics is regarded as the paradigm of an ‘outcome
dependent (and parameter independent) theory’ that violates Bell inequalities. We have
made clear throughout this paper that this means that besides outcome dependence1

a specific parameter independence holds, viz. parameter independence2, and that this
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does not preclude that other kinds of parameter dependences hold. In fact, if the result
of my analysis (C2′) is correct, quantum mechanics can only violate Bell inequalities
under these conditions if it is double parameter dependent1, i.e. if ¬(PIα1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIα1 )

and ¬(PIβ1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ1 ) hold.
It is easy to check that this is indeed the case: From the quantum mechanical prob-

ability distribution for the EPR/B experiment one can calculate the relevant conditional
probabilities, and it turns out that the quantum mechanical product forms (here: for
maximally entangled states), read

P (αβ|ab) = P (α|βab)P (β) = P (β|αab)P (α).22 (12)

The conditionals of the first factors show that, besides outcome dependence, quantum
mechanics exactly involves the required dependences on the local and distant setting—
and it is these dependences on both settings rather than the dependence between the
outcomes, which is crucial for the fact that quantum mechanics violates Bell inequalities.

The parameter dependence in quantum mechanics is not as surprising as it may
seem since, according to the formalism, the measurement direction at A determines the
possible collapsed states at B and the actual outcome at A only determines in which of
the (two) possible states the photon state at B collapses.

So both claims have turned out to be true: Quantum mechanics is ‘outcome depend-
ent and parameter independent’ and nevertheless involves a dependence on the distant
parameter.

(11) Given that the probabilistic picture has changed considerably, it remains to be
investigated on the basis of the new analysis whether the (meta-)physical picture of the
received view, that there is just a (meta-)physical connection between the outcomes,
can still be maintained. Inferring physical or metaphysical relations from probabilistic
facts requires careful analysis, since the transition is well known to be vulnerable to
notorious fallacies (‘correlation is not causation’). We cannot provide such an analysis
here. Having said this, it might be interesting to remark that there seem to be good
arguments that the current result, that a probabilistic dependence between the outcomes
is too weak to explain a violation of the Bell inequalities, most plausibly entails that
also an influence between the outcomes is not strong enough to account for a violation
(Näger 2013).

4.3. Resolving the Jarrett-Maudlin debate

(12) Opposed to the received view, there is another position concerning quantum non-
locality, whose result seems to agree with ours. Maudlin (1994, ch. 6; cf. also a recent
refinement by Pawlowski et al. 2010) proves that, in order to reproduce the EPR/B cor-
relations, at least one of the outcomes must depend on information about both settings.

22 For non-maximally entangled states the product forms read P (αβ|ab) = P (α|βab)P (β|b) =
P (β|αab)P (α|a), i.e. there is an additional dependence on the local setting in each second factor.
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Since (Shannon mutual) information implies correlation,23 one can infer that at least
one of the outcomes must depend probabilistically on both settings—and this is exactly
my result (C3).

(13) This convergence is good news, both for Maudlin’s as well as my argument here,
because the two investigations use very different methods, and two different methods
yielding the same result are evidence for the stability of a claim. On the one hand,
Maudlin’s approach is an information theoretic investigation proceeding from the EPR/B
correlations without invoking Bell’s theorem. In contrast, my argument in this paper
approaches quantum non-locality via Bell inequalities and probabilistic analysis, i.e. it
stands methodologically in the Bell-Jarrett tradition, which has started and shaped the
debate. For these reasons it seems fair to say that my approach here confirms Maudlin’s
result by a different method.

(14) We should note that our result is in one sense weaker and in one sense stronger
than the information theoretic one. It is weaker because it is purely qualitative: It just
says which probabilistic dependences are required, but it is tacit about how strong the
correlations have to be in order to violate Bell inequalities. In Section 2.7 I have argued
that such qualitative results can only be necessary conditions for a violation, because
having the right dependences for violating Bell inequalities does not mean that the in-
equalities are in fact violated. In contrast, sufficient criteria must involve conditions on
the strength of the correlations, and the information theoretic approach derives such
criteria by calculating the amount of information (the quantitative strength of the corre-
lations) that is required in order to reproduce EPR/B correlations; these are important
results.

In another sense, however, our result is also stronger than the information theoretic
one. Maudlin’s analysis just implies some kind of dependence of an outcome on its
distant parameter. But which precisely? We have seen that there are different kinds of
parameter dependences, which differ in the conditional variables. Especially it cannot
be an unconditional parameter dependence because that would contradict the empirical
distribution. So which are the ones that are required? My detailed result (C2′) makes
precise which kind of parameter dependences are required. Present information theoretic
results do not provide a similar detailed characterization. However, a complete list of
which dependences exactly hold or fail might be important for the discussion of quantum
non-locality on other levels: Causal inference (cf. Spirtes 1993; Pearl 2000), for instance,
is very sensitive to the exact pattern of dependences and independences.

(15) My results also allow to resolve the tension between Maudlin’s approach on the
one hand and Jarrett’s analysis and the received view on the other hand. While Jarrett’s
result seems to suggest that there is a choice to make between outcome dependence and
parameter dependence and the received view holds that it is the dependence between the
outcomes which is realized, Maudlin’s informational approach opposes to these positions
by saying that one of the outcomes must depend on information about the distant setting.
This tension has existed unresolved for over 20 years now.

23 Shannon mutual information, which is the concept that Maudlin’s and Pawlowski et al.’s considera-
tions essentially are based on, is a measure for the strength of a correlation.
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During that time the two analyses have coexisted; Maudlin’s critique of Jarrett’s
analysis and the resulting standard position did not succeed in convincing the adherents
of outcome dependence—though Maudlin did have good arguments: He realized that
Jarrett’s analysis can be misleading because there are different kinds of parameter de-
pendences and outcome dependences, according to which different variables appear in
the conditional (Maudlin 1994, ch. 4); he argued that Jarrett’s analysis is also misleading
because his informational approach unveiled that some kind of parameter dependence
is unavoidable; and, hence, it is wrong to assume that outcome dependence per se can
explain EPR/B correlations (Maudlin 1994, ch. 6). To me it is not exactly clear, why
Jarrett’s analysis and the received view based on it could keep on for such a long time,
given Maudlin’s critique. One reason might have been that Maudlin’s arguments do
not connect to the Bell-Jarrett methodology, such that it was hard to compare the two
approaches and to see which in fact is right.

In this paper, however, we have provided that connection. We have strengthened
the Bell-Jarrett approach to our new results and these (i) confirm Maudlin’s claim that
there must be a dependence of at least one outcome on the distant parameter (we have
furthermore derived, which exact combinations of dependences are required, Section 3.4),
(ii) show that Jarrett’s analysis is indeed misleading (we have made precise how exactly,
Section 4.1) and (iii) prove that the received view is wrong (because outcome dependence
is not sufficient for a class to be able to violate Bell inequalities; Section 4.2). This clearly
resolves the Jarrett-Maudlin controversy in favour of the latter.

(16) Finally, we may ask, why the stronger consequences of the Bell argument, that
we have derived in this paper, have been overlooked so far. Obviously, it has wrongly
been assumed that local factorization is the only basis to derive Bell inequalities, and the
main reason for neglecting other product forms of hidden joint probabilities might have
been the fact that, originally, Bell inequalities were derived to capture consequences of
a local worldview. The question that shaped Bell’s original work clearly was Einstein’s
search for a local hidden variable theory and his main result was that such a theory is
impossible: Locality has consequences which are in conflict with the quantum mechan-
ical distribution—one cannot have a local hidden variable theory which yields the same
predictions as quantum mechanics. Given this historical background, the idea to derive
Bell inequalities from non-local assumptions maybe was beyond interest because the
conflict with locality was considered to be the crucial point; or maybe it was neglected
because Bell inequalities were so tightly associated with locality that a derivation from
non-locality sounded totally implausible. Systematically, however, since today it is clear
that the quantum mechanical distribution is empirically correct and Bell inequalities are
violated, it is desirable to draw as strong consequences as possible from the argument,
which requires to check without prejudice whether some non-local classes allow a de-
rivation of Bell inequalities as well. That this is indeed the case and what exactly this
implies on a qualitative probabilistic level has been the topic of this paper.
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A. Mathematical appendix

A.1. Proof of Theorem 1

Theorem 1. A class of probability distributions forms an inconsistent set with meas-
urement independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations if and only if (i)
its defining product form involves at most one of the settings or (ii) its defining product
form involves both settings and the first factor of this product form involves the distant
outcome and at most one setting.

The theorem is equivalent to the conjunction of the following claims:

Lemma 1.1. A class of probability distributions forms an inconsistent set with meas-
urement independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations if (i) its defining
product form involves at most one of the settings.

Lemma 1.2. A class of probability distributions forms an inconsistent set with measure-
ment independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations if (ii) its defining
product form involves both settings and the first factor of this product form involves the
distant outcome and at most one setting.

Lemma 1.3. A class of probability distributions forms a consistent set with measurement
independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations if ¬(i) its defining product
form involves both settings and ¬(ii) in case the distant outcome appears in the first
factor of its defining product form, also both settings appear in that factor.

A.1.1. Proof of Lemma 1.1

Condition (i), that the defining product form involves at most one of the settings, is
fulfilled by the classes {(Hα

17), . . . , (Hα
32)}\{(Hα

22), (Hα
29)}. Here we have to show the

inconsistency of these classes with the set of assumptions measurement independence,
perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations.

Consider, for instance,

P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βaλ)P (β|aλ) = P (αβ|aλ), (Hα
17)
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which fails to involve the setting b.24 It is easy to show that this product form cannot
account for the perfect correlations and the perfect anti-correlations together. Take, for
instance, the conditions

P (α±β±|aibi) =
1

2
P (α±β±|aibi⊥) = 0, (13)

that are part of the perfect correlations and anti-correlations, respectively. Obviously,
the value of these empirical probabilities depends crucially on the value of the setting b.
However, one can demonstrate without much effort that (Hα

17)’s failure to involve the
setting b on a hidden level, extends to the empirical level, if one assumes measurement
independence:

P (αβ|ab) =
∑
λ

P (λ|ab)P (αβ|abλ)
(MI)
=
∑
λ

P (λ|ab′)P (αβ|abλ)

(Hα17)
=

∑
λ

P (λ|ab′)P (αβ|ab′λ) = P (αβ|ab′) (14)

This demonstrates that according to (Hα
17) all empirical probabilities P (αβ|ab) that only

differ by their value for the setting b must equal another—which obviously contradicts
(13).

In the same way, all other product forms that do not involve the setting b are in
conflict with the perfect (anti-)correlations (13), and, similarly, all product forms that
fail to involve the setting a are in conflict with, for instance, the conditions

P (α±β±|aibi) =
1

2
P (α±β±|ai⊥bi) = 0, (15)

which also belong to the perfect correlations and anti-correlations, respectively. �

A.1.2. Proof of Lemma 1.2

Condition (ii), that the defining product form involves both settings and its first factor
involves the distant outcome and at most one setting, is fulfilled by the classes (Hα

4 ),
(Hα

5 ), (Hα
10), (Hα

15) and (Hα
16). Here we have to show the inconsistency of these classes

with the set of assumptions measurement independence, perfect correlations and perfect
anti-correlations.

We start with (Hα
16) and proceed by reductio. We assume perfect correlations and

perfect anti-correlations,

P (α±β∓|aibi) = 0 P (α±β∓|ai⊥bi⊥) = 0 (16)

P (α±β±|aibi⊥) = 0 P (α±β±|ai⊥bi) = 0, (17)

24 If for certain values P (βaλ) = 0 holds, the first factor of the product form, P (α|βaλ), is not well-
defined. In these cases, however, the equality P (αβ|abλ) = P (αβ|aλ) follows by the fact that
P (βaλ) = 0 implies P (αβ|aλ) = 0 as well as P (αβ|abλ) = 0.
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and, using measurement independence and (Hα
16), we rewrite the left hand side of these

equations according to the scheme P (αβ|ab) =
∑

λ P (λ)P (α|βaλ)P (β|bλ) (assuming
that all conditional probabilities are well-defined, especially P (βaλ) > 0). The resulting
system of eight equations can be solved. Since probabilities are non-negative and since
without loss of generality we can assume P (λ) > 0 for all λ, at least one of the two
factors of the product form in each summand must be zero, i.e. for every i and λ all of
the following disjunctions must be true:

P (α+|β−aiλ)=0 ∨ P (β−|biλ)=0 (18) P (α−|β+aiλ)=0 ∨ P (β+|biλ)=0 (19)

P (α+|β−ai⊥λ) =0 ∨ P (β−|bi⊥λ) =0 (20) P (α−|β+ai⊥λ) =0 ∨ P (β+|bi⊥λ) =0 (21)

P (α+|β+aiλ) =0 ∨ P (β+|bi⊥λ) =0 (22) P (α−|β−aiλ) =0 ∨ P (β−|bi⊥λ) =0 (23)

P (α+|β+ai⊥λ) =0 ∨ P (β+|biλ) =0 (24) P (α−|β−ai⊥λ) =0 ∨ P (β−|biλ) =0 (25)

From these conditions one can infer that all involved probabilities must be 0 or 1
(determinism). More precisely, for every i and λ one of the following two cases holds:

Case 1: P (α+|β−aiλ) = 0

(C)⇒P (α−|β−aiλ) = 1
(23)⇒ P (β−|bi⊥λ) = 0

(C)⇒ P (β+|bi⊥λ) = 1

(21)⇒
(22)

P (α−|β+ai⊥λ) = 0 ∧ P (α+|β+aiλ) = 0
(C)⇒ P (α+|β+ai⊥λ) = 1 ∧ P (α−|β+aiλ) = 1

(24)⇒
(19)

P (β+|biλ) = 0
(C)⇒ P (β−|biλ) = 1

(25)⇒ P (α−|β−ai⊥λ) = 0
(C)⇒ P (α+|β−ai⊥λ) = 1

NB : (C) stands for the following theorem of probability theory: P (A|B) + P (Ā|B) = 1.

Case 2: P (α+|β−aiλ) > 0

(18)⇒ P (β−|biλ) = 0
(C)⇒ P (β+|biλ) = 1

(19)⇒
(24)

P (α−|β+aiλ) = 0 ∧ P (α+|β+ai⊥λ) = 0

(C)⇒ P (α+|β+aiλ) = 1 ∧ P (α−|β+ai⊥λ) = 1
(22)⇒
(21)

P (β+|bi⊥λ) = 0
(C)⇒ P (β−|bi⊥λ) = 1

(20)⇒
(23)

P (α+|β−ai⊥λ) = 0 ∧ P (α−|β−aiλ) = 0
(C)⇒ P (α−|β−ai⊥λ) = 1 ∧ P (α+|β−aiλ) = 1

Since in each case we have P (α|β+aiλ) = P (α|β−aiλ), it is true that ∀α, β, a, λ :
P (α|βaλ) = P (α|aλ). By this statistical independence the product form (Hα

16), P (αβ|abλ) =
P (α|βaλ)P (β|bλ), loses its dependence on the outcome β in the first factor, i.e. it now
reads P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|aλ)P (β|bλ), which is the well known local product form (local
factorization), contradicting the assumption that we have the non-local product form
(Hα

16).25 This completes the proof for the inconsistency of (Hα
16) with measurement

25 In this proof we have assumed P (βaiλ) > 0. If, however, for some i and λ, for instance we have
P (β+aiλ) = 0, P (α|β+aiλ) is not well-defined and we cannot reason as above. In this case, however,
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independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations.26

Mutatis mutandis, also the classes (Hα
10) and (Hα

15) lead to a similar inconsistency.
In each case the product form looses its dependence on the distant outcome in the first
factor, i.e. (Hα

10) reduces to (Hα
14), whereas (Hα

15) reduces to (Hα
22).

The proofs against the classes (Hα
4 ) and (Hα

5 ) work in a similar way, but require a
little more care due to an additional case differentiation. Let me shortly demonstrate
this for class (Hα

5 ). As for (Hα
16) one starts with expressing the perfect (anti-)correlations

in terms of the product form,

P (α±β∓|aibi) = 0 =
∑
λ

P (λ)P (α±|β∓aiλ)P (β∓|aibiλ) (29)

P (α±β∓|ai⊥bi⊥) = 0 =
∑
λ

P (λ)P (α±|β∓ai⊥λ)P (β∓|ai⊥bi⊥λ) (30)

P (α±β±|aibi⊥) = 0 =
∑
λ

P (λ)P (α±|β±aiλ)P (β±|aibi⊥λ) (31)

P (α±β±|ai⊥bi) = 0 =
∑
λ

P (λ)P (α±|β±ai⊥λ)P (β±|ai⊥biλ). (32)

In the case of (Hα
16) there were two cases, defined by P (α+|β−aiλ) = 0 or P (α+|β−aiλ) >

0, respectively, and all other probabilities followed from each of these defining probabilit-
ies. In the present case, however, when, accordingly, we consider each of these cases, only
the factors of the product form on the right hand side of equations (29) and (31) are im-
plied, i.e. the probabilities in (30) and (32) remain undetermined by these assumptions
(due to the fact that there are two settings in the second factor of the product form).
The latter probabilities have to be determined by further assumptions, e.g. by setting
P (α+|β−ai⊥λ) = 0 or P (α+|β−ai⊥λ) > 0, respectively. These assumptions introduce
two new cases, that are logically independent of the former two. In total, this makes
four cases (instead of two):

P (α+|β−aiλ) = 0 ∧ P (α+|β−ai⊥λ) = 0 (33)

P (α+|β−aiλ) = 0 ∧ P (α+|β−ai⊥λ) > 0 (34)

P (α+|β−aiλ) > 0 ∧ P (α+|β−ai⊥λ) = 0 (35)

P (α+|β−aiλ) > 0 ∧ P (α+|β−ai⊥λ) > 0 (36)

it is even easier to show that the outcomes cannot depend on another, making (Hα
16) impossible:

P (β+aiλ) = 0 ⇒ P (β+|aiλ) = 0 ∧ P (αβ+|aiλ) = 0 (26)

P (α|β−aiλ) =
P (αβ−|aiλ)

P (β−|aiλ)
=
P (αβ−|aiλ) + 0

1− P (β+|aiλ)

(26)
=

P (αβ−|aiλ) + P (αβ+|aiλ)

1
= P (α|aiλ) (27)

P (αβ+|aiλ) = 0 = P (α|aiλ)P (β+|aiλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

(28)

26 Note that this proof makes essential use of the perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations (16).
If these conditions are only slightly relaxed, i.e. if any of the involved probabilities takes on a positive
value, even if very small, the conclusion does not follow.
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While this renders the proof slightly more complex, the crucial fact to mention here is
that in all four cases we have

∀α, β, a, λ : P (α|βaλ) = P (α|aλ), (37)

i.e. (Hα
5 ) reduces to (Hα

12). Similarly, one can show that (Hα
4 ) reduces to (Hα

11). �

A.1.3. Proof of Lemma 1.3

Condition ¬(i) and ¬(ii), that the product form involves both settings and in case the
distant outcome appears in the first factor, also both settings appear in that factor, is
fulfilled by the product forms {(Hα

1 ), . . . , (Hα
14)}\{(Hα

4 ), (Hα
5 ), (Hα

10)}, (Hα
22) and (Hα

29).
Here we have to show the consistency of these classes with the set of assumptions meas-
urement independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations.

Since a class being inconsistent with certain assumptions means that every distribu-
tion of a class contradicts the assumptions, a class being consistent means that there
is at least one probability distribution in that class which is compatible with the as-
sumptions. Hence, in order to show consistency, we need to provide one example of a
probability distribution for each of the mentioned classes that respects the background
assumptions. In fact, such examples are easy to construct. Let me demonstrate the
procedure with one of the strongest classes in that group, (Hα

29), whose product form is
local factorization.

Requiring just any example we can presuppose a minimal setup, i.e. the hidden
variable as well as each setting can be assumed to have only two possible values: λ =
λ1, λ2, a = ai, ai⊥ and b = bi, bi⊥ with ai = bi and ai⊥ = bi⊥ . We assume perfect
correlations and perfect anti-correlations:

P (α±β∓|aibi) = 0 (38) P (α±β∓|ai⊥bi⊥) = 0 (39)

P (α±β±|ai⊥bi) = 0 (40) P (α±β±|aibi⊥) = 0 (41)

P (α±β±|aibi) =
1

2
(42) P (α±β±|ai⊥bi⊥) =

1

2
(43)

P (α±β∓|ai⊥bi) =
1

2
(44) P (α±β∓|aibi⊥) =

1

2
. (45)

By measurement independence and the product form of (Hα
29) one can rewrite the left

hand side of these equations according to the scheme P (αβ|ab) =
∑

λ P (λ)P (α|aλ)P (β|bλ),
which yields a system of 16 coupled equations.

Then choose a value for any of the conditional probabilities that does not lead into
inconsistencies, e.g. P (α+|aiλ1) = 0. By (38)–(41) this entails the following probabilit-
ies:

(C)⇒P (α−|aiλ1) = 1
(38)⇒
(41)

P (β+|biλ1) = 0 ∧ P (β−|bi⊥λ1) = 0
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(C)⇒P (β−|biλ1) = 1 ∧ P (β+|bi⊥λ1) = 1
(40)⇒
(39)

P (α−|ai⊥λ1) = 0
(C)⇒P (α+|ai⊥λ1) = 1

Similarly, choose a value for the corresponding probability conditional on λ2, e.g.
P (α+|aiλ2) = 1 and draw the appropriate consequences:

(38)⇒
(41)

P (β−|biλ2) = 0 ∧ P (β+|bi⊥λ2) = 0
(C)⇒P (β+|biλ2) = 1 ∧ P (β−|bi⊥λ2) = 1

(38),(41)⇒
(39),(40)

P (α−|aiλ2) = 0 ∧ P (α+|ai⊥λ2) = 0
(C)⇒P (α−|ai⊥λ2) = 1

These probabilities determine the values of the hidden joint probabilities consistently
with equations (38)–(41). Note that we have

∀α, λ : P (α|aiλ) 6= P (α|ai⊥λ) ∀α, a : P (α|aλ1) 6= P (α|aλ2) (46)

∀β, λ : P (β|biλ) 6= P (β|bi⊥λ) ∀β, b : P (β|bλ1) 6= P (β|bλ2), (47)

which means that the product form does not reduce to any other product form (i.e. the
product form is consistent with the assumptions so far).

Inserting the determined values of the hidden joint probability into equations (42)–
(45) yields P (λ1) = 1

2 and P (λ2) = 1
2 . Finally we can freely choose, say, P (ai) = 1

2 =
P (ai⊥) and P (bi) = 1

2 = P (bi⊥), and by the formula P (αβabλ) = P (α|aλ)P (β|bλ) ·
P (λ)P (a)P (b) we arrive at the following probability distribution:

P (α+β+aibiλ1) = 0 P (α+β−aibiλ1) = 0

P (α−β+aibiλ1) = 0 P (α−β−aibiλ1) = 1
8 (48)

P (α+β+aibi⊥λ1) = 0 P (α+β−aibi⊥λ1) = 0

P (α−β+aibi⊥λ1) = 1
8 P (α−β−aibi⊥λ1) = 0 (49)

P (α+β+ai⊥biλ1) = 0 P (α+β−ai⊥biλ1) = 1
8

P (α−β+ai⊥biλ1) = 0 P (α−β−ai⊥biλ1) = 0 (50)

P (α+β+ai⊥bi⊥λ1) = 1
8 P (α+β−ai⊥bi⊥λ1) = 0

P (α−β+ai⊥bi⊥λ1) = 0 P (α−β−ai⊥bi⊥λ1) = 0 (51)

P (α+β+aibiλ2) = 1
8 P (α+β−aibiλ2) = 0

P (α−β+aibiλ2) = 0 P (α−β−aibiλ2) = 0 (52)

P (α+β+aibi⊥λ2) = 0 P (α+β−aibi⊥λ2) = 1
8

P (α−β+aibi⊥λ2) = 0 P (α−β−aibi⊥λ2) = 0 (53)

P (α+β+ai⊥biλ2) = 0 P (α+β−ai⊥biλ2) = 0

P (α−β+ai⊥biλ2) = 1
8 P (α−β−ai⊥biλ2) = 0 (54)

P (α+β+ai⊥bi⊥λ2) = 0 P (α+β−ai⊥bi⊥λ2) = 0

P (α−β+ai⊥bi⊥λ2) = 0 P (α−β−ai⊥bi⊥λ2) = 1
8 (55)
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This distribution is in accordance with the axioms of probability theory; by construc-
tion its hidden joint probability has the product form that is characteristic for class
(Hα

29), and it reproduces the perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations. This ex-
plicit example shows that class (Hα

29) is consistent with the assumptions measurement
independence, perfect correlations and perfect (anti-)correlations.

In a similar way one can construct examples of probability distributions for the other
classes fulfilling ¬(i) and ¬(ii). Since (Hα

22) is symmetric to (Hα
29) under interchanging

the settings, it is clear that the constructed distribution for the latter class can easily be
turned into an example for the former by swapping the values of the settings in each total
probability distribution. Furthermore, it is straightforward to modify the construction
such that it yields distributions for the classes {(Hα

1 ), . . . , (Hα
14)}\{(Hα

4 ), (Hα
5 ), (Hα

10)}.
Note that in these latter classes there are more degrees of freedom than in the presented
example, so one might freely choose more values of probabilities. �

A.2. Proof of Theorem 2

Theorem 2. A class of probability distributions forms an inconsistent set with meas-
urement independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly perfect anti-correlations if
and only if (i) its defining product form involves at most one of the settings.

The theorem is equivalent to the conjunction of the following claims:

Lemma 2.1. A class of probability distributions forms an inconsistent set with meas-
urement independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly perfect anti-correlations if
(i) its defining product form involves at most one of the settings.

Lemma 2.2. A class of probability distributions forms a consistent set with measurement
independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly perfect anti-correlations if ¬(i) its
defining product form involves both settings.

A.2.1. Proof of Lemma 2.1

Condition (i), that the product form involves at most one of the settings, is fulfilled by
the classes {(Hα

17), . . . , (Hα
32)}\{(Hα

22), (Hα
29)}. Here we have to show the inconsistency

of these classes with the set of assumptions measurement independence, nearly perfect
correlations and nearly perfect anti-correlations.

The proof runs very similar to our demonstration of Lemma 1.1 (in Section A.1). On
the one hand, the nearly perfect correlations and nearly perfect anti-correlations involve
dependences on each of the settings, e.g. the conditions

P (α±β±|aibi) =
1

2
− δii P (α±β±|aibi⊥) = δii⊥ (56)

reveal a dependence on the setting b, while e.g. the conditions

P (α±β±|aibi) =
1

2
− δii P (α±β±|ai⊥bi) = δi⊥i (57)
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show a dependence on the setting a. On the other hand, any hidden joint probability
that does not involve the setting b cannot account for changing values in the empirical
joint probability with changing values of b (cf. Eq. (14)); so it necessarily contradicts
the set of Equations (56). And similarly, hidden joint probabilities that are independent
of a contradict the set of Equations (57).

Note that condition (ii) from Theorem 1 is not a criterion for inconsistency according
to Theorem 2, because the inconsistency in question essentially relies on strictly perfect
(anti-)correlations, which are not assumed in Theorem 2. �

A.2.2. Proof of Lemma 2.2

The classes fulfilling criterion ¬(i) to involve both settings in their product forms are
(Hα

1 ), . . . , (Hα
16), (Hα

22) and (Hα
29). Here we have to show the consistency of these classes

with the set of assumptions measurement independence, nearly perfect correlations and
nearly perfect anti-correlations.

As in the proof of Lemma 1.3 (subsubsection A.1.3) one can demonstrate the present
claim by providing an example of a probability distribution for each class that is consist-
ent with these assumptions. Since nearly perfect correlations are a weaker requirement
than strictly perfect ones, it is clear that for all classes which we have shown to be con-
sistent with the latter—viz. (Hα

1 ), . . . , (Hα
14)\{(Hα

4 ), (Hα
5 ), (Hα

10)}, (Hα
22) and (Hα

29)—are
also consistent with the former. Therefore, what still needs to be proven here is that
measurement independence and nearly perfect (anti-)correlations are consistent with
those classes fulfilling criterion (¬i) that are inconsistent with the strictly perfect ones
(because they fulfill (ii)): (Hα

4 ), (Hα
5 ), (Hα

10), (Hα
15) and (Hα

16).
Again, the best way to find examples of this kind is by constructing them such that

the conditions are fulfilled. Here we show how to construct a distribution for class (Hα
10).

The starting point are the equations for nearly perfect (anti-)correlations:

P (α±β∓|aibi) = δii P (α±β∓|ai⊥bi⊥) = δi⊥i⊥ (58)

P (α±β±|aibi) = 1
2 − δii P (α±β±|ai⊥bi⊥) = 1

2 − δi⊥i⊥ (59)

P (α±β±|ai⊥bi) = δi⊥i P (α±β±|aibi⊥) = δii⊥ (60)

P (α±β∓|ai⊥bi) = 1
2 − δi⊥i P (α±β∓|aibi⊥) = 1

2 − δii⊥ (61)

Replacing the empirical probability on the left hand side of each equation by an equival-
ent expression involving hidden probabilities of the product form, P (αβ|ab) =

∑
λ P (λ) ·

P (α|βλ)P (β|abλ), yields a set of 16 equations, whose solutions determine probability
distributions with the required features.

The δ’s in these equations indicate the deviation from strictly perfect correlations.
One might use realistic empirical values for them, but since the task here is merely
a conceptual one, one might as well just stipulate any small, positive values. Due to
the lacking perfectness, the resulting set of equations is more complicated than that
in Theorem 3, and solutions are best determined by appropriate computer algorithms.
Here, we shall present a solution for the special case δii = δi⊥i⊥ = δi⊥i = δii⊥ =: δ, which
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reads:

P (λ1) = 1
2 P (λ2) = 1

2 (62)

P (α+|β+λ1) = 0 P (α−|β+λ1) = 1 (63)

P (α+|β+λ2) = 1− 2δ P (α−|β+λ2) = 2δ (64)

P (α+|β−λ1) = 2δ P (α−|β−λ1) = 1− 2δ (65)

P (α+|β−λ2) = 1 P (α−|β−λ2) = 0 (66)

P (β+|aibiλ1) = 0 P (β−|aibiλ1) = 1 (67)

P (β+|aibiλ2) = 1 P (β−|aibiλ2) = 0 (68)

P (β+|aibi⊥λ1) = 4δ−1
2δ−1 P (β−|aibi⊥λ1) = 2δ

1−2δ (69)

P (β+|aibi⊥λ2) = 2δ
1−2δ P (β−|aibi⊥λ2) = 4δ−1

2δ−1 (70)

P (β+|ai⊥biλ1) = 4δ−1
2δ−1 P (β−|ai⊥biλ1) = 2δ

1−2δ (71)

P (β+|ai⊥biλ2) = 2δ
1−2δ P (β−|ai⊥bi⊥λ2) = 4δ−1

2δ−1 (72)

P (β+|ai⊥bi⊥λ1) = 0 P (β−|ai⊥bi⊥λ1) = 1 (73)

P (β+|ai⊥bi⊥λ2) = 1 P (β−|ai⊥bi⊥λ2) = 0 (74)

Note that according to this solution all dependences of the product form (Hα
10) are

preserved, because, for instance, we have

P (α+|β+λ1) 6= P (α+|β−λ1) P (α+|β+λ1) 6= P (α+|β+λ2) (75)

P (β+|aibiλ1) 6= P (β+|ai⊥biλ1) P (β+|aibiλ1) 6= P (β+|aibi⊥λ1) (76)

P (β+|aibiλ1) 6= P (β+|aibiλ2) (77)

Finally, when we further assume, say, P (ai) = 1
2 , P (ai⊥) = 1

2 , P (bi) = 1
2 and P (bi⊥) = 1

2 ,
by the equation P (αβabλ) = P (α|βλ)P (β|abλ)P (λ)P (a)P (b) the results so far determ-
ine the values of the total probability distribution:

P (α+β+aibiλ1) = 0 P (α+β−aibiλ1) = δ
4

P (α−β+aibiλ1) = 0 P (α−β−aibiλ1) = 1−2δ
8 (78)

P (α+β+aibi⊥λ1) = 0 P (α+β−aibi⊥λ1) = δ2

2(1−2δ)

P (α−β+aibi⊥λ1) = 1−4δ
8(1−2δ) P (α−β−aibi⊥λ1) = δ

4 (79)

P (α+β+ai⊥biλ1) = 0 P (α+β−ai⊥biλ1) = δ2

2(1−2δ)

P (α−β+ai⊥biλ1) = 1−4δ
8(1−2δ) P (α−β−ai⊥biλ1) = δ

4 (80)

P (α+β+ai⊥bi⊥λ1) = 0 P (α+β−ai⊥bi⊥λ1) = δ
4

P (α−β+ai⊥bi⊥λ1) = 0 P (α−β−ai⊥bi⊥λ1) = 1−2δ
8 (81)

P (α+β+aibiλ2) = 1−2δ
8 P (α+β−aibiλ2) = 0
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P (α−β+aibiλ2) = δ
4 P (α−β−aibiλ2) = 0 (82)

P (α+β+aibi⊥λ2) = δ
4 P (α+β−aibi⊥λ2) = 1−4δ

8(1−2δ)

P (α−β+aibi⊥λ2) = δ2

2(1−2δ) P (α−β−aibi⊥λ2) = 0 (83)

P (α+β+ai⊥biλ2) = δ
4 P (α+β−ai⊥biλ2) = 1−4δ

8(1−2δ)

P (α−β+ai⊥biλ2) = δ2

2(1−2δ) P (α−β−ai⊥biλ2) = 0 (84)

P (α+β+ai⊥bi⊥λ2) = 1−2δ
8 P (α+β−ai⊥bi⊥λ2) = 0

P (α−β+ai⊥bi⊥λ2) = δ
4 P (α−β−ai⊥bi⊥λ2) = 0 (85)

By construction this distribution has the product form that is characteristic for class
(Hα

10), and it involves measurement independence, nearly perfect correlations for parallel
settings and nearly perfect anti-correlations for perpendicular settings. This explicitly
shows class (Hα

10) to be consistent with these assumptions. In a similar way, one can
find examples for classes (Hα

4 ), (Hα
5 ), (Hα

15) and (Hα
16) consistent with the mentioned

assumptions. �

A.3. Proof of Theorem 3

Theorem 3. Given measurement independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-
correlations, a consistent class (i.e. a class that fulfills ¬(i) and ¬(ii)) implies Bell
inequalities if and only if (iii) each factor of its defining product form involves at most
one setting.

The theorem is equivalent to the conjunction of the following claims:

Lemma 3.1. Given measurement independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-
correlations, a consistent class (i.e. a class that fulfills ¬(i) and ¬(ii)) implies Bell
inequalities if (iii) each factor of its defining product form involves at most one setting.

Lemma 3.2. Given measurement independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-
correlations, a consistent class (i.e. a class that fulfills ¬(i) and ¬(ii)) does not imply
Bell inequalities if ¬(iii) at least one factor of its defining product form involves both
settings.

A.3.1. Proof of Lemma 3.1

The set of classes fulfilling ¬(i), ¬(ii) and (iii) consists of (Hα
22) and (Hα

29). Here we
have to show that, given measurement independence, perfect correlations and perfect
(anti-)correlations, each of these classes implies Bell inequalities.

By usual derivations of Wigner-Bell inequalities, it is well-known that local factor-
ization (Hα

29) implies Bell inequalities (given measurement independence and perfect
correlations; cf. premise (P4) of the Bell argument above). Now, it is easy to see that
in a very similar way one can use (Hα

22) to derive Bell inequalities. For, as we have
said, (Hα

22) differs from local factorization only in that the settings in the product form
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are swapped: Instead of a dependence of each outcome on the local settings each factor
involves a dependence on the distant setting. Accordingly, the derivation from (Hα

22)
results from the usual one by interchanging the settings in each expression. �

A.3.2. Proof of Lemma 3.2

The classes fulfilling conditions ¬(i), ¬(ii) and ¬(iii) are (Hα
1 ), . . . ,(Hα

14)\{(Hα
4 ), (Hα

5 ),
(Hα

10)}. Here we have to show that given the background assumptions measurement
independence, perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations, these classes do not
imply the Bell inequalities, i.e. that there is at least one distribution for each class
that fulfills measurement independence, perfect correlations, perfect anti-correlations
and violates the Bell inequalities.

One way to find such examples is to look at existing hidden-variable theories that
successfully explain the statistics of EPR/B experiments. In our overview of the classes
we have seen that the de-Broglie-Bohm theory falls under different classes depending
on which temporal order the experiment has, (Hα

6 ), (Hα
9 ) or (Hα

12). For each of these
classes, the probability distribution of the theory provides an example with the desired
features. Moreover, the example for (Hα

9 ) can be turned into one for (Hα
8 ) by reversing

the dependence on the settings. And similarly, the example for (Hα
12) can be turned

into one for (Hα
11). Since (Hα

1 ), (Hα
2 ), (Hα

3 ) and (Hα
7 ) are weaker product forms (involve

more dependences) than one or several of the classes (Hα
6 ), (Hα

8 ), (Hα
9 ), (Hα

11) or (Hα
12),

by small modifications of the available examples one can construct examples for these
classes as well.

It remains to find examples for classes (Hα
13) and (Hα

14). Since there are no theories
available for these classes, here the construction has to be from scratch. Let me demon-
strate how the construction works for class (Hα

14). We first of all take into account the
perfect correlations and perfect anti-correlations (38)–(45). This goes, mutatis mutandis,
very similar to finding a probability distribution from class (Hα

29) that is compatible with
perfect (anti-)correlations (see proof of Lemma 1.3, subsubsection A.1.3). We substitute
in each Equation (38)–(45)

P (αβ|ab) =
∑
λ

P (α|λ)P (β|abλ)P (λ). (86)

The first four of the resulting equations have two possible solutions for every i and λ:

Case I:

P (α+|λ) = 0 P (α−|λ) = 1 (87)

P (β+|aibiλ) = 0 P (β−|aibiλ) = 1 P (β+|ai⊥bi⊥λ) = 0 P (β−|ai⊥bi⊥λ) = 1 (88)

P (β+|aibi⊥λ) = 1 P (β−|aibi⊥λ) = 0 P (β+|ai⊥biλ) = 1 P (β−|ai⊥biλ) = 0 (89)

Case II: (replace all 0’s in case I by 1 and vice versa)

Requiring just any example we can assume a toy model with only two possible hidden
states (λ = λ1, λ2). Then we might, for instance, choose case I for λ1 and case II for
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λ2 for all i’s. Then, by the rewritten equations (42)–(45) it follows P (λ1) = 1
2 and

P (λ2) = 1
2 . In this way we have accounted for the perfect correlations as well as for the

perfect anti-correlations.
Now it remains to reproduce the EPR/B correlations for non-parallel and non-per-

pendicular settings. A minimal set of such probabilities, which can violate the Bell
inequalities (both the usual ones as well as the Wigner-Bell inequalities), can be found
if each of the settings a and b has two possible values, e.g. a1 = 0◦, a2 = 30◦, b1 = 30◦

and b2 = 60◦. Measuring the quantum state ψ0 = (|+ +〉+ | −−〉)/
√

2 at these settings
yields the following observable probabilities:

P (α±β±|a1b1) = 3
8 P (α±β∓|a1b1) = 1

8 P (α±β±|a1b2) = 1
8 P (α±β∓|a1b2) = 3

8 (90)

P (α±β±|a2b1) = 1
2 P (α±β∓|a2b1) = 0 P (α±β±|a2b2) = 3

8 P (α±β∓|a2b2) = 1
8 (91)

These are sixteen equations, and any of the probabilities on their left hand sides can be
expressed by the product form of the hidden joint probability (86). As we have derived
above, P (λ) and P (α|λ) are already completely determined by the perfect (anti-)cor-
relations, P (β|abλ) partly so (namely only for the parallel settings a2 = b1). Inserting
these values consistently in (86) yields the following values for the missing probabilities
P (β|abλ):

P (β+|a1b1λ1) = 1
4 P (β−|a1b1λ1) = 3

4 P (β+|a1b1λ2) = 3
4 P (β−|a1b1λ2) = 1

4 (92)

P (β+|a1b2λ1) = 3
4 P (β−|a1b2λ1) = 1

4 P (β+|a1b2λ2) = 1
4 P (β−|a1b1λ2) = 3

4 (93)

P (β+|a2b2λ1) = 1
4 P (β−|a2b2λ1) = 3

4 P (β+|a2b2λ2) = 3
4 P (β−|a2b2λ2) = 1

4 (94)

Finally, choosing, say, P (ai) = 1
2 , P (ai⊥) = 1

2 , P (bi) = 1
2 and P (bi⊥) = 1

2 , the for-
mula P (αβabλ) = P (α|λ)P (β|abλ)P (λ)P (a)P (b) entails the following total probabilit-
ies, which constitute the searched for probability distribution:

P (α+β+a1b1λ1) = 0 P (α+β−a1b1λ1) = 0

P (α−β+a1b1λ1) = 1
32 P (α−β−a1b1λ1) = 3

32 (95)

P (α+β+a1b2λ1) = 0 P (α+β−a1b2λ1) = 0

P (α−β+a1b2λ1) = 3
32 P (α−β−a1b2λ1) = 1

32 (96)

P (α+β+a2b1λ1) = 0 P (α+β−a2b1λ1) = 0

P (α−β+a2b1λ1) = 0 P (α−β−a2b1λ1) = 1
8 (97)

P (α+β+a2b2λ1) = 0 P (α+β−a2b2λ1) = 0

P (α−β+a2b2λ1) = 1
32 P (α−β−a2b2λ1) = 3

32 (98)

P (α+β+a1b1λ2) = 3
32 P (α+β−a1b1λ2) = 1

32

P (α−β+a1b1λ2) = 0 P (α−β−a1b1λ2) = 0 (99)

P (α+β+a1b2λ2) = 1
32 P (α+β−a1b2λ2) = 3

32

P (α−β+a1b2λ2) = 0 P (α−β−a1b2λ2) = 0 (100)

P (α+β+a2b1λ2) = 1
8 P (α+β−a2b1λ2) = 0
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P (α−β+a2b1λ2) = 0 P (α−β−a2b1λ2) = 0 (101)

P (α+β+a2b2λ2) = 3
32 P (α+β−a2b2λ2) = 1

32

P (α−β+a2b2λ2) = 0 P (α−β−a2b2λ2) = 0 (102)
Note that here we have not explicitly noted the probabilities for parallel or perpendicular
settings, but by constructing the distribution in the indicated way we have implicitly
taken account of the perfect (anti-)correlations at these settings, and it is straight forward
to extent the distribution to include these settings as well (the distribution just becomes
much longer, when for each measurement setting at one side one includes a parallel and
a perpendicular setting at the other side).

This completes our construction of a distribution from class (Hα
14) which respects,

measurement independence, perfect correlations, perfect anti-correlations and violates
the Bell inequalities. In a similar way, one can construct an example for class (Hα

13),
which differs from (Hα

14) just in that the dependence on both settings is not in the second
but in the first factor of its product form. �

A.4. Proof of Theorem 4

Theorem 4. Given measurement independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly
perfect anti-correlations, a consistent class (i.e. a class that fulfills ¬(i)) implies Bell
inequalities if and only if (iii) each factor of its defining product form involves at most
one setting.

The theorem is equivalent to the conjunction of the following claims:

Lemma 4.1. Given measurement independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly
perfect anti-correlations, a consistent class (i.e. a class that fulfills ¬(i)) implies Bell
inequalities if (iii) each factor of its defining product form involves at most one setting.

Lemma 4.2. Given measurement independence, nearly perfect correlations and nearly
perfect anti-correlations, a consistent class (i.e. a class that fulfills ¬(i)) does not imply
Bell inequalities if ¬(iii) at least one factor of its defining product form involves both
settings.

A.4.1. Proof of Lemma 4.1

The set of classes fulfilling ¬(i) and (iii) consists of (Hα
15), (Hα

16), (Hα
22) and (Hα

29). It
has to be shown that given measurement independence, nearly perfect correlations and
nearly perfect anti-correlations, each of these classes implies Bell inequalities.

It suffices to show that under these conditions (Hα
16) implies Bell inequalities, because

then it is clear that the other classes imply the inequalities as well: (Hα
15) only differs

from (Hα
16) in that the settings are swapped in the product form, local factorization

(Hα
29) is a stronger product form than (Hα

16), and (Hα
22) is a stronger form than (Hα

15).
So we now demonstrate the derivation for class (Hα

16).
We define two partitions for the values of λ:
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Partition αΛi Partition βΛj

αΛi1 := {λ|0 ≤ P (α−|β+aiλ) ≤ ε1} βΛj1 := {λ|0 ≤ P (β+|bjλ) ≤ ε1}
αΛi2 := {λ|ε1 < P (α−|β+aiλ) < 1− ε2} βΛj2 := {λ|ε1 < P (β+|bjλ) < 1− ε2}
αΛi3 := {λ|1− ε2 ≤ P (α−|β+aiλ) ≤ 1} βΛj3 := {λ|1− ε2 ≤ P (β+|bjλ) ≤ 1}

The allowed values for the parameters of the partitions are ε1 ≤ 1
2 and ε2 < 1− ε1. Note

that each value i or j, respectively, defines a different partition. The two partitions
give rise to a more fine-grained partition with nine elements (αΛi1 ∩ βΛj1, αΛi1 ∩ βΛj2,
. . . ), which, by the product form (Hα

16), imply restrictions for the hidden joint probab-
ility P (α−β+|aibjλ). We introduce the shorthand Λijkl := αΛik ∩

βΛjl for the intersection
between elements of the two partitions.

Using the product form (Hα
16) as well as (some of) the conditions for nearly perfect

anti-correlations,

P (α−β+|aibi) = δii P (α−β+|aibi⊥) = 1
2 − δii⊥ (103)

(where δii and δii⊥ are positive and small and for the sake of simplicity, we assume
δii = δii⊥ =: δ in the following), we can derive constraints on the weights of the elements
of the partitions:

P (α−β+|aibj)− ε1
1− ε1

(a)

≤P ([αΛi2 ∪ αΛi3] ∩ [βΛj2 ∪
βΛj3])

(b)

≤ P (α−β+|aibj)
ε21

(L1)

1− P (α−β+|aibj)
ε21

(a)

≤P (αΛi1 ∪ βΛj1)
(b)

≤ 1− P (α−β+|aibj)
1− ε1

(L2)

1

2
− 2δ + ε1

2(1− ε1)

(a)

≤P (xΛi2 ∪ xΛi3)
(b)

≤ 1

2
+
δ

ε21
+

2δ + ε1
2(1− ε1)

(x = α, β) (L3)

1

2
− δ

ε21
− 2δ + ε1

2(1− ε1)

(a)

≤P (xΛi1)
(b)

≤ 1

2
+

2δ + ε1
2(1− ε1)

(x = α, β) (L4)

1

2
+

2δ + ε1
2(1− ε1)

− 2δ + ε1
ε2

− δ1− ε1 − ε2
ε21ε2

(a)

≤ P (xΛi3)
(b)

≤ 1

2
+
δ

ε21
+

2δ + ε1
2(1− ε1)

(L5)

P (xΛi2) ≤ 2δ + ε1
ε2

+
δ(1− ε1)

ε21ε2
(x = α, β) (L6)

P (Λij33) ≤ P (α−β+|aibj)
(1− ε2)2

(L7)

P (Λij22 ∪ Λij23 ∪ Λij32) ≤ 2(
2δ + ε1
ε2

+
δ(1− ε1)

ε21ε2
) (L8)

In order for (L1)–(L8) to yield relevant restrictions, δ, ε1 and ε2 must be small,
but ε1 and ε2 must be considerably greater than δ such that δ

ε21ε2
(see L5a) is still

small. Furthermore, the relevance of some of the expressions crucially depends on the
settings: for (L1a) and (L2b) to be interesting statements, i.e. to exclude logically
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possible probability values, it must be the case that P (α−β+|aibj) > ε1, i.e. |i− j| � 0;
likewise, (L1b) and (L2a), respectively, require P (α−β+|aibj) < ε21, i.e. i ≈ j. (Note
that since P (α−β+|aibj) ≤ 1

2 for all i, j, (L7) already gives a relevant supremum if ε2 is
small.)

If these conditions are met, the above constraints roughly say that for every i, the
values of λ divide as follows: P (xΛi1) ≈ 1/2 (L4), P (xΛi2) ≈ 0 (L6) and P (xΛi3) ≈ 1/2
(L5). Since xΛi2 is small for any setting i, the intersections involving it — Λij23, Λij32, Λij21,

Λij12, Λij22 — are small and cannot contribute substantially to the value of P (α−β+|aibi).
The value of the probability rather crucially depends on the weights of the intersec-
tions Λij33, Λij31, Λij13, Λij11, which is best illustrated with the extreme cases of parallel
and perpendicular settings: If i = j, P (Λii33) ≈ 0 (L7), hence, since P (xΛi3) ≈ 1/2
(L5), we have P (Λii31) ≈ 1/2 and P (Λii13) ≈ 1/2; therefore P (Λii11) ≈ 0. Vice versa, if
j = i⊥, P (Λii⊥33 ) ≈ 1/2 (L7), hence, since P (xΛi3) ≈ 1/2 (L5), we have P (Λii⊥31 ) ≈ 0

and P (Λii⊥13 ) ≈ 0; therefore P (Λii⊥11 ) ≈ 1/2. For the settings in between parallel and
perpendicular there is a smooth transition between these extreme cases. This partic-
ular behaviour of the partitions for λ noted in (L1)–(L8) can be used to derive a Bell
inequality. Before we shall demonstrate this, we sketch their proofs:

Proof of (L1a): We proceed indirectly. Supposing one would have

P ([αΛi2 ∪ αΛi3] ∩ [βΛj2 ∪
βΛj3]) =

P (α−β+|aibj)− ε1
1− ε1

− µ (104)

with µ > 0, one can derive a contradiction:

P (α−β+|aibj) =
∑
λ∈Λ

P (λ)P (α−β+|aibjλ)

=
∑

λ∈(αΛi1∪
βΛj1)

P (λ)P (α−|β+aiλ)P (β+|bjλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤ε1

+
∑

λ∈([αΛi2∪
αΛi3]∩[βΛj2∪

βΛj3])

P (λ)P (α−|β+aiλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1

P (β+|bjλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1

≤ ε1
∑

λ∈(αΛi1∪
βΛj1)

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1−(

P (α−β+|aibj)−ε1
1−ε1

−µ)

+
∑

λ∈([αΛi2∪
αΛi3]∩[βΛj2∪

βΛj3])

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
P (α−β+|aibj)−ε1

1−ε1
−µ

= P (α−β+|aibj)− µ(1− ε1) < P (α−β+|aibj). (105)

NB : αΛi1 ∪ βΛj1 = Λij11 ∪ Λij12 ∪ Λij13 ∪ Λij21 ∪ Λij31 (106)

[αΛi2 ∪ αΛi3] ∩ [βΛj2 ∪
βΛj3] = Λij22 ∪ Λij23 ∪ Λij32 ∪ Λij33 (107)
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Proof of (L1b): Indirectly. Assuming P ([αΛi2 ∪ αΛi3] ∩ [βΛj2 ∪ βΛj3]) >
P (α−β+|aibj)

ε21
yields

a contradiction:

P (α−β+|aibj) =
∑
λ∈Λ

P (λ)P (α−β+|aibjλ)

=
∑

λ∈(αΛi1∪
βΛj1)

P (λ)P (α−|β+aiλ)P (β+|bjλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

+
∑

λ∈([αΛi2∪
αΛi3]∩[βΛj2∪

βΛj3])

P (λ)P (α−|β+aiλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>ε1

P (β+|bjλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>ε1

≥ ε21
∑

λ∈([αΛi2∪
αΛi3]∩[βΛj2∪

βΛj3])

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
>
P (α−β+|aibj)

ε21

> P (α−β+|aibj). (108)

Proof of (L2): The claim follows immediately from (L1) and the fact

P (αΛi1 ∪ βΛj1) = P ([αΛi2 ∪ αΛi3] ∩ [βΛj2 ∪ βΛj3]) = 1− P ([αΛi2 ∪ αΛi3] ∩ [βΛj2 ∪
βΛj3]). (109)

Proof of (L3a): We show the claim for x = α (it can be demonstrated mutatis mutandis

for x = β). We proceed indirectly. Assuming P (αΛi2 ∪ αΛi3) = 1
2 −

2δ+ε
2(1−ε) − µ with µ > 0,

yields a contradiction:

1

2
− δ (66)

= P (α−β+|aibi⊥) =
∑
λ∈Λ

P (λ)P (α−β+|aibi⊥λ)

=
∑
λ∈αΛi1

P (λ)P (α−|β+|aiλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤ε1

P (β+|bi⊥λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1

+
∑

λ∈(αΛi2∪
αΛi3)

P (λ)P (α−|β+|aiλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1

P (β+|bi⊥λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1

≤ ε1
∑
λ∈αΛi1

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1−( 1

2
− 2δ+ε1

2(1−ε1)
−µ)

+
∑

λ∈(αΛi2∪
αΛi3)

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 1

2
− 2δ+ε1

2(1−ε1)
−µ

=
1

2
− δ − (1− ε1)µ <

1

2
− δ. (110)

Proof of (L3b): We show the claim for x = α (it can be demonstrated mutatis mutandis

for x = β). We proceed indirectly. Suppose one would have P (αΛi2 ∪ αΛi3) > 1
2 + δ

ε21
+

2δ+ε1
2(1−ε1) . By (L3a) (for x = β) we know that P (βΛi2 ∪ βΛi3) ≥ 1

2 −
2δ+ε1

2(1−ε1) . Using the
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generally valid expression

P (A ∩B) = P (A) + P (B)− P (A ∪B) ≥ P (A) + P (B)− 1 (111)

one can derive a contradiction:

δ

ε21

(L1b)

≥ P ([αΛi2 ∪ αΛi3] ∩ [βΛi2 ∪ βΛi3]) ≥ P (αΛi2 ∪ αΛi3) + P (βΛi2 ∪ βΛi3)− 1 >
δ

ε21
(112)

Proof of (L4): The claim follows from (L3) and the fact P (xΛi1) = 1− P (xΛi2 ∪ xΛi3).

Proof of (L5a): We show the claim for x = α (it can be demonstrated mutatis mutandis

for x = β). Let us define S := 1
2 + 2δ+ε1

2(1−ε1) −
2δ+ε1
ε2
− δ 1−ε1−ε2

ε21ε2
and T := 1

2 + δ
ε21

+ 2δ+ε1
2(1−ε1) .

We proceed indirectly. Suppose one would have P (αΛi3) = S−µ with µ > 0. Even when
we allow that P (αΛi2 ∪ αΛi3) = T is maximal (L3b), and hence P (αΛi2) = T − (S−µ) and
P (αΛi1) = 1− T , a contradiction follows:

1

2
− δ (66)

= P (α−β+|aibi⊥) =
∑
λ∈Λ

P (λ)P (α−β+|aibi⊥λ)

=
∑
λ∈αΛi1

P (λ)P (α−|β+|aiλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤ε1

P (β+|bi⊥λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1

+
∑
λ∈αΛi2

P (λ)P (α−|β+|aiλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
<1−ε2

P (β+|bi⊥λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1

+
∑
λ∈αΛi3

P (λ)P (α−|β+|aiλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1

P (β+|bi⊥λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1

≤ ε1
∑
λ∈αΛi1

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1−T

+(1− ε2)
∑
λ∈αΛi2

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=T−S+µ

+
∑
λ∈αΛi3

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=S−µ

=
1

2
− δ − ε2µ <

1

2
− δ. (113)

Proof of (L5b): The claim follows directly from (L3b) and the fact P (xΛi3) ≤ P (xΛi2 ∪ xΛi3).

Proof of (L6): P (xΛi2) = P (xΛi2∪ xΛi3)−P (xΛi3) +P (xΛi2 ∩ xΛi3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

(L3b),(L5a)

≤ 2δ+ε1
ε2

+ δ(1−ε1)
ε21ε2

.

Proof of (L7): We proceed indirectly. Supposing P (Λij33) >
P (α−β+|aibj)

(1−ε2)2
, one can derive

the following contradiction:

P (α−β+|aibj) ≥
∑
λ∈Λij33

P (λ)P (α−β+|aibjλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥(1−ε2)2
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≥ (1− ε2)2
∑
λ∈Λij33

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
>
P (α−β+|aibj)

(1−ε2)2

> P (α−β+|aibj). (114)

Proof of (L8):

P (Λ13
22 ∪ Λ13

23 ∪ Λ13
32) =

∑
Λ13
22∪Λ13

23

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤P (αΛ1

2)

+
∑
Λ13
32

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤P (βΛ3

2)

(L6)

≤ 2(
2δ + ε1
ε2

+
δ(1− ε1)

ε21ε2
). (115)

This completes the proofs of (L1)–(L8).
Given the estimations for the weights of the elements of the partitions (L1)–(L8) one

can derive a generalised Wigner-Bell inequality. Consider the inequality

P (A ∩D) ≤ P (A ∩B) + P (C ∩D) + P (B ∪ C), (116)

which in general holds for any events A,B,C,D of a measurable space, as can easily be
seen by rewriting and estimating the probability on the left hand side:

P (A ∩D) = P (A ∩D ∩ [(B ∪ C) ∪ (B ∪ C)])

= P (A ∩D ∩ (B ∪ C)) + P (A ∩D ∩ (B ∪ C))

≤ P (A ∩D ∩B) + P (A ∩D ∩ C) + P (A ∩D ∩ (B ∪ C))

≤ P (A ∩B) + P (C ∩D) + P (B ∪ C) (117)

Assuming A = αΛ1
3, B = βΛ2

3, C = αΛ2
3, D = βΛ3

3 gives the inequality

P (Λ13
33) ≤ P (Λ12

33) + P (Λ23
33) + P (αΛ2

3 ∪ βΛ2
3). (118)

This inequality can be transformed to yield a generalized Wigner-Bell inequality. We
have to rewrite the inequality such that it involves only empirically accessible probabil-
ities, i.e. probabilities that do not involve the hidden state λ, and this can be done by
using the estimates for the weights of the elements of the partitions (L1)–(L8). Espe-
cially, we have to find a lower estimate for the left hand side of the inequality and an
upper estimate for its right hand side. We start by deriving the former:

P (Λ13
33)

(σ-additivity)
=

∑
λ∈Λ13

33

P (λ) ≥
∑
λ∈Λ13

33

P (λ)P (α−β+|a1b3λ)
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=
∑
λ∈Λ

P (λ)P (α−β+|a1b3λ)−
∑
λ∈Λ13

33

P (λ)P (α−β+|a1b3λ)

= P (α−β+|a1b3)−
∑

λ∈(αΛ1
1∪

βΛ3
1)

P (λ)P (α−β+|a1b3λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤ε1

(119)

−
∑

λ∈(Λ13
22∪Λ13

23∪Λ13
32)

P (λ)P (α−β+|a1b3λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤(1−ε2)

≥ P (α−β+|a1b3)− ε1
∑

λ∈(αΛ1
1Λ∪βΛ3

1)

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(L2b)

≤ 1−P (α−β+|a1b3)
1−ε1

−(1− ε2)
∑

λ∈(Λ13
22∪Λ13

23∪Λ13
32)

P (λ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(L8)

≤ 2(
2δ+ε1
ε2

+
δ(1−ε1)
ε21ε2

)

≥ P (α−β+|a1b3)− ε1
1− ε1

− 2(1− ε2)(
2δ + ε1
ε2

− δ

ε1ε2
+

δ

ε21ε2
) (120)

A supremum for the right hand side of (118) can be caculated in two steps. Here is
the estimation for the first two terms:

P (Λ12
33) + P (Λ23

33) =
∑
λ∈Λ12

33

P (λ) +
∑
λ∈Λ23

33

P (λ)

≤
∑
λ∈Λ12

33

P (λ)
P (α−β+|a1b2λ)

(1− ε2)2
+
∑
λ∈Λ23

33

P (λ)
P (α−β+|a2b3λ)

(1− ε2)2

≤ P (α−β+|a1b2λ) + P (α−β+|a2b3λ)

(1− ε2)2
(121)

And here is the estimation for the third term:

P (αΛ2
3 ∪ βΛ2

3) = 1− [P (αΛ2
3) + P (βΛ2

3)− P (Λ22
33)]

(L5a),(L7)

≤ 2
2δ + ε1
ε2

− 2δ + ε1
1− ε1

+ 2δ
1− ε1 − ε2

ε21ε2
+

δ

(1− ε2)2
(122)

The resulting inequality,

P (α−β+|a1b3)

1− ε1
≤ P (α−β+|a1b2λ) + P (α−β+|a2b3λ)

(1− ε2)2

+ δ

(
2

ε1
+

8

ε2
+ 4

1− ε1 − ε2
ε21ε2

+
1

(1− ε2)2
− 2

1− ε1
− 4

)
+ 2ε1

(
2

ε2
− 1

)
, (123)

is the Wigner-Bell inequality we have been looking for. It generalizes usual Wigner-Bell
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inequalities such as

P (α−β+|a1b3) ≤ P (α−β+|a1b2) + P (α−β+|a2b3) (124)

in that it introduces correction terms with the deviation from perfect correlations δ and
the parameters of the partitions ε1 and ε2. If the correlations are perfect (δ → 0) one
can choose ε1 → 0 and ε2 → 0, which yields the original inequality. One can check
numerically that the new inequality is violated by the empirical measurement results

P (α−β+|a1b3) = 0.375, P (α−β+|a1b2) = 0.125, P (α−β+|a2b3) = 0.125, (125)

(which are a maximal violation of the usual Wigner-Bell inequality and occur e.g. for
the measurement settings being chosen as 1 = 0◦, 2 = 30◦, 3 = 60◦ given the quantum
state ψ0), if δ < 7.42 · 10−7 (and the values for the parameters of the partition are
chosen appropriately, viz. ε1 = 3.97 · 10−2, ε2 = 5.55 · 10−2). Hence, for the generalized
Wigner-Bell inequality still to be violated at least 99.9999258% of the photons must be
perfectly correlated and anti-correlated.27 �

A.4.2. Proof of Lemma 4.2

The classes fulfilling condition ¬(i) and ¬(iii) are (Hα
1 ), . . . , (Hα

14). Here we have to
show that given the background assumptions measurement independence, nearly perfect
correlations and nearly perfect anti-correlations, these classes do not imply the Bell
inequalities, i.e. that there is at least one distribution for each class that fulfills the
background assumptions and violates the Bell inequalities.

We know already from Theorem 3 that the classes (Hα
1 ), . . . , (Hα

14)\{(Hα
4 ), (Hα

5 ), (Hα
10)}

can violate the inequalities given the assumptions of measurement independence and
strictly perfect (anti-)correlations. Since the latter are a stronger condition than nearly
perfect correlations, it is clear that these classes can violate the Bell inequalities also in
the present case. It remains to show that the classes (Hα

4 ), (Hα
5 ), (Hα

10) can violate the
inequalities under the given assumptions. Here we explicitly construct an example for
class (Hα

10).
In the proof of Lemma 2.2 (subsubsection A.2.2) we constructed a toy example of a

probability distribution for this class that is compatible with measurement independence
and nearly perfect (anti-)correlations. When, for any setting i, we use the resulting
probabilities (62)–(73) we can be sure that the distribution we are about to construct
is consistent with the nearly perfect (anti-)correlations. What remains to be done is
to reproduce the EPR/B correlations for non-parallel and non-perpendicular settings.
We again choose the settings a1 = 0◦, a2 = 30◦, b1 = 30◦ and b2 = 60◦ as well as the

27 Note that in this calculation we have assumed that the empirical measurement results (125) agree
with the theoretical predictions, which is approximately the case when the measurement settings are
not close to being aligned or perpendicular. Of course, if there are consistent deviations from the
theoretical values (though small), the allowed maximal deviation from perfect correlations δ (for Bell
inequalities still to be violated) might be slightly higher than indicated here.
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quantum state ψ = (|+ +〉+ | − −〉)/
√

2. Then the observable probabilities read:

P (α±β±|a1b1) = 3
8 P (α±β∓|a1b1) = 1

8 (126)

P (α±β±|a1b2) = 1
8 P (α±β∓|a1b2) = 3

8 (127)

P (α±β±|a2b1) = 1
2 − δ P (α±β∓|a2b1) = δ (128)

P (α±β±|a2b2) = 3
8 P (α±β∓|a2b2) = 1

8 (129)

(Note the difference to the probabilities with the same settings and quantum state in
(90)–(91), which involve strictly perfect anti-correlations for parallel settings a2 = b1,
i.e. δ = 0.
These are sixteen equations, and any of the probabilities on their left hand sides can be
expressed by the product form of the hidden joint probability, P (αβ|ab) =

∑
λ P (λ) ·

P (α|βλ)P (β|abλ). P (λ) and P (α|βλ) are completely determined by the requirements
following from the perfect (anti-)correlations (62)–(65), P (β|abλ) partly so (namely only
for parallel settings, (67) or (73)).

Inserting these predetermined probabilities into equations (126)–(129) yields the fol-
lowing consistent values for the missing probabilities P (β|abλ):

P (β+|a1b1λ1) = 1−8δ
4(1−2δ) P (β−|a1b1λ1) = 3

4(1−2δ) (130)

P (β+|a1b1λ2) = 3
4(1−2δ) P (β−|a1b1λ2) = 1−8δ

4(1−2δ) (131)

P (β+|a1b2λ1) = 3−8δ
4(1−2δ) P (β−|a1b2λ1) = 1

4(1−2δ) (132)

P (β+|a1b2λ2) = 1
4(1−2δ) P (β−|a1b1λ2) = 3−8δ

4(1−2δ) (133)

P (β+|a2b2λ1) = 1−8δ
4(1−2δ) P (β−|a2b2λ1) = 3

4(1−2δ) (134)

P (β+|a2b2λ2) = 3
4(1−2δ) P (β−|a2b2λ2) = 1−8δ

4(1−2δ) (135)

Finally, choosing, say, P (ai) = 1
2 , P (ai⊥) = 1

2 , P (bi) = 1
2 and P (bi⊥) = 1

2 , the formula
P (αβabλ) = P (α|λ)P (β|abλ)P (λ)P (a)P (b) entails the following total probabilities:

P (α+β+a1b1λ1) = 0 P (α+β−a1b1λ1) = 3δ
16(1−2δ) (136)

P (α−β+a1b1λ1) = 1−8δ
32(1−2δ) P (α−β−a1b1λ1) = 3

32

P (α+β+a1b2λ1) = 0 P (α+β−a1b2λ1) = δ
16(1−2δ) (137)

P (α−β+a1b2λ1) = 3−8δ
32(1−2δ) P (α−β−a1b2λ1) = 1

32

P (α+β+a2b1λ1) = 0 P (α+β−a2b1λ1) = δ
4 (138)

P (α−β+a2b1λ1) = 0 P (α−β−a2b1λ1) = 1−2δ
8

P (α+β+a2b2λ1) = 0 P (α+β−a2b2λ1) = 3δ
16(1−2δ) (139)

P (α−β+a2b2λ1) = 1−8δ
32(1−2δ) P (α−β−a2b2λ1) = 3

32

P (α+β+a1b1λ2) = 3
32 P (α+β−a1b1λ2) = 1−8δ

32(1−2δ) (140)
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P (α−β+a1b1λ2) = 3δ
16(1−2δ) P (α−β−a1b1λ2) = 0 (141)

P (α+β+a1b2λ2) = 1
32 P (α+β−a1b2λ2) = 3−8δ

32(1−2δ) (142)

P (α−β+a1b2λ2) = δ
16(1−2δ) P (α−β−a1b2λ2) = 0 (143)

P (α+β+a2b1λ2) = 1−2δ
8 P (α+β−a2b1λ2) = 0 (144)

P (α−β+a2b1λ2) = δ
4 P (α−β−a2b1λ2) = 0 (145)

P (α+β+a2b2λ2) = 3
32 P (α+β−a2b2λ2) = 1−8δ

32(1−2δ) (146)

P (α−β+a2b2λ2) = 3δ
16(1−2δ) P (α−β−a2b2λ2) = 0 (147)

This completes our construction of a distribution from class (Hα
10) which respects, auto-

nomy, nearly perfect correlations, nearly perfect anti-correlations and violates the Bell
inequalities. Similarly, one can construct examples of distributions for class (Hα

4 ) and
(Hα

5 ). �

A.5. Proof of Theorem 5

Theorem 5. Each class (Hα
i ) is consistent with those and only those classes (Hβ

i ) that
are indicated in column X of Table 1.

The theorem is equivalent to the conjunction of the following claims:

Lemma 5.1. Each class (Hα
i ) is inconsistent with those classes (Hβ

j ) that are not in-
dicated in column X of Table 1.

Lemma 5.2. Each class (Hα
i ) is consistent with those classes (Hβ

j ) that are indicated
in column X of Table 1.

A.5.1. Proof of Lemma 5.1

One can find inconsistent classes (Hβ
j ) for a class (Hα

i ) by analyzing (Hα
i ) in terms

of pairwise (in)dependences (see Table 2 for the definitions of the independences and
Theorem 6 in Section 3.3 for the analysis) and by checking which of the (in-)dependences

that are relevant for defining classes (Hβ
j ) are implied by the defining (in-)dependences of

(Hα
i ): All classes (Hβ

j ) that contradict the inferred independences are inconsistent. The
following logical relations are relevant for this purpose (for x, y ∈ {α, β} with x 6= y):

(OI1) ∧ (PIx2)⇔ (OI1) ∧ (PIx1) (148) (OI1)∧(LPIx2)⇔ (OI1)∧ (LPIx1) (149)

(LPIx1) ∧ (PIy2)⇔ (LPIx1) ∧ (PIy1)⇔ (LPIx2) ∧ (PIy1) (150)

(PIx1) ∧ (PIx2)⇒ (LPIy2) ∨ (OI1) (151) (LPIx1)∧ (LPIx2)⇒ (PIy2)∨ (OI1) (152)

Relations (148)–(150) follow straightforwardly from the graphoid axioms (that prov-
ably hold for conditional independences, see Pearl 2000, p. 11), while (151) for x = α
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and y = β can be proven as follows (and mutatis mutandis for x = β and y = α; also
(152) can be proven similarly):

(PIα2 )⇔ I(α, b|aλ) (153)

⇔ P (α|baλ) = P (α|b′aλ) (154)

⇔
∑
β=±

P (α|baλβ)P (β|baλ) =
∑
β=±

P (α|b′aλβ)P (β|b′aλ) (155)

I(α,b|βaλ)
=⇒

∑
β=±

P (α|baλβ)P (β|baλ) =
∑
β=±

P (α|baλβ)P (β|b′aλ) (156)

⇔ P (α|baλβ+)P (β+|baλ) + P (α|baλβ−)P (β−|baλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1−P (β+|baλ)

= P (α|baλβ+)P (β+|b′aλ) + P (α|baλβ−)P (β−|b′aλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1−P (β+|b′aλ)

(157)

⇔ (P (α|baλβ+)− P (α|baλβ−))
(
P (β+|baλ)− P (β+|b′aλ)

)
= 0 (158)

⇔ P (α|baλβ+) = P (α|baλβ−)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(OI1)

∨ P (β+|baλ) = P (β+|b′aλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(LPIβ2 )

(159)

Here is an example how one can apply these relations between independences in order
to rule out inconsistent classes. Table 1 says that class (Hα

9 ), defined by the product

form P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|abλ)P (β|bλ), is inconsistent with all classes (Hβ
j ) except (Hβ

12),
whose defining product form is identical to that of (Hα

9 ). The inconsistencies can be
seen as follows: The analysis of the former class is (Hα

9 )⇔ (OI1) ∧ ¬(PIα1 ) ∧ ¬(LPIα1 ) ∧
(PIβ2 ) ∧ ¬(LPIβ2 ) which implies (PIβ1 ) and ¬(PIα2 ) by (148) and ¬(LPIβ1 ) and ¬(PIα2 ) by

(149). Jointly with (OI1) these are the defining (in-)dependences of (Hβ
12), so all other

classes are impossible.
Or, as a slightly more complex example, consider (Hα

7 )⇔ ¬(OI1)∧¬(PIα1 )∧¬(LPIα1 )∧
(PIβ2 ) ∧ (LPIβ2 ), which entails that the following expressions cannot be true: ¬(LPIβ2 ) ∧
(PIα1 ) (by (150) with x = α, y = β), ¬(LPIβ1 ) ∧ (PIα2 ) (by (150) with x = β, y = α),

(PIβ1 )∧(LPIα2 ) (by (151) with x = β, y = α) and ¬(LPIβ1 )∧¬(PIα2 ) (by (152) with x = β,
y = α). By some basic logical reasoning one can show that these requirements exclude

all classes (Hβ
j ) except (Hβ

1 ), (Hβ
2 ), (Hβ

3 ) and (Hβ
7 ).

In a similar way, one can prove inconsistency between each class (Hα
i ) and every class

(Hβ
j ) that is not mentioned in the respective line of column X.

A.5.2. Proof of Lemma 5.2

A class (Hα
i ) can be shown to be consistent with a class (Hβ

j ) by providing an example of a
probability distribution that falls under both classes. Since any example suffices, one can
assume a toy model according to which all variables are two-valued; the total probability
distribution P (αβabλ) then has 64 values that need to be determined such that the
characteristic pattern of (in-)dependences for both classes holds. Finding appropriate
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values for the total probability distribution is straightforward by construction: Factorize
the total probability distribution according to class (Hα

i ), which for, say, (Hα
7 ) reads

P (αβabλ) = P (α|βbaλ)P (β|bλ)P (a)P (b)P (λ). Then, for each combination of variable
values choose a value for each probability on the right hand side (these probability values
need to be consistent with the axioms of probability theory, i.e. must be between 0 and
1 and must sum to 1, but can be arbitrary otherwise); from these probability values
calculate the values of the total probability distribution, and by construction the total
probability distribution will have exactly the characteristic (in-)dependences of class
(Hα

i ).
In general (i.e. for almost any choice of values), the probability distribution will have

the (in-)dependences that are characteristic of the weakest class (Hβ
j ) (i.e. the class

involving most variables) that is consistent with (Hα
i ), e.g. (Hβ

1 ) for a construction of
(Hα

7 ). Combinations with weaker classes (if there are any consistent ones) can be con-
structed by imposing additional constraints on the probabilities whose values have been
chosen. For instance, in order to construct a probability distribution from classes (Hα

7 )

and (Hβ
3 ) (instead of (Hβ

1 )), one needs to express the additionally required independ-
ence, α-parameter independence2, in terms of the probabilities of the factorization form
of (Hα

7 ):

(PIα2 )⇔ P (α|b1aλ) = P (α|b2aλ) (160)

⇔
∑

β P (αβb1aλ)∑
α,β P (αβb1aλ)

=

∑
β P (αβb2aλ)∑
α,β P (αβb2aλ)

(161)

⇔
∑

β P (α|βb1aλ)P (β|b1λ)∑
α,β P (α|βb1aλ)P (β|b1λ)

=

∑
β P (α|βb2aλ)P (β|b2λ)∑
α,β P (α|βb2aλ)P (β|b2λ)

. (162)

The latter expression involves only those probabilities whose values are chosen arbit-
rarily at construction; it yields one equation for each set of variables α, a, λ and thus
reduces the number of probabilities that need to be chosen. If these additional con-
ditions are respected the resulting total probability distribution will have the required
(in-)dependences.

By constructing probability distributions in this way one can find examples of prob-
ability distributions from each class (Hα

i ) and jointly from any class (Hβ
j ) that is listed

in column X of Table 1.

A.6. Proof of Theorem 6

Theorem 6. Each class (Hα
i ) in Table 1 is equivalent to the conjunction of the spe-

cific pattern of dependences and independences (see the bottom line of the table, labelled
‘Analysis’) indicated by 1’s or 0’s, respectively, in columns II–VI.

Formally, Theorem 6 can be written as (Hα
i ) ⇔ Ind(Hα

i ) ∧ Dep(Hα
i ). Since a class

(Hα
i ) is defined as the conjunction of a factorization condition (Fαi ) and the claim that
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this factorization is minimal (Min(Fαi )),28 more explicitly Theorem 6 reads: (Fαi ) ∧
Min(Fαi )⇔ Ind(Hα

i ) ∧Dep(Hα
i ). This theorem holds if the conjunction of the following

claims is true:29

Lemma 6.1. The factorization condition of a class (Hα
i ) is equivalent to the conjunction

of (Hα
i )’s specific pattern of independences: (Fαi )⇔ Ind(Hα

i ).

Lemma 6.2. The factorization condition of a class (Hα
i ) and the corresponding minim-

ality condition imply the conjunction of (Hα
i )’s specific pattern of dependences: (Fαi ) ∧

Min(Fαi )⇒ Dep(Hα
i ).

Lemma 6.3. The specific pattern of dependences of a class (Hα
i ) implies the minimality

condition for its factorization condition: Dep(Hα
i )⇒ Min(Fαi ).

A.6.1. Proof of Lemma 6.1

I demonstrate the lemma for (Fα24) ⇔ (PIα1 )∧ (LPIα1 )∧ (PIβ2 ) (in case that (Fα24) is well-
defined for all values), and my proof can be easily adapted to cases of partial definition
as well as to other classes. We first of all note suitable formal definitions for the involved
expressions:

∀α, β, a, b, λ : P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βλ)P (β|bλ) (Fα24)

∃ α, β, a, b, λ : P (α|βbaλ) 6= P (α|baλ) ¬(OI1)

∀α, β, a, b, λ : P (α|βbaλ) = P (α|βaλ) (PIα1 )

∀α, β, a, b, λ : P (α|βbaλ) = P (α|βbλ) (LPIα1 )

∀β, a, b, λ : P (β|abλ) = P (β|bλ) (PIβ2 )

∃β, a, b, λ : P (β|abλ) 6= P (β|aλ) ¬(LPIβ2 )

← Replacing the expressions on the right hand side of the generally valid equation

∀α, β, a, b, λ : P (αβ|abλ) = P (α|βbaλ)P (β|abλ) (163)

by the expressions for the pairwise independences (PIα1 ), (LPIα1 ) and (PIβ2 ) straightfor-
wardly yields the product form (Fα24).

28 We have said in Section 2.2 that a factorization condition that holds for a (set of) probability
distribution(s) is minimal if and only if it is the factorization condition involving fewest possible
variables according to this (set of) disribution(s). Precisely, minimality of, say, (Fα24) is defined as
the conjunction of the following expressions:

∃ α, β, a, b, λ : P (αβ|abλ) 6= P (α|λ)P (β|bλ) (Min(Fα24)1)

∃ α, β, a, b, λ : P (αβ|abλ) 6= P (α|βλ)P (β|λ) (Min(Fα24)2)

29 The conjunction of the lemmas implies the theorem; they are not equivalent.
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→ Summing over α on both sides of (Fα24) and omitting quantification over non-
appearing variables we get

∀β, a, b, λ : P (β|abλ) = P (β|bλ), (164)

which is (PIβ2 ).
Rewriting the left hand side of (Fα24) by (163) and its right hand side by (164) one

can cancel the second factors on each side, which yields:

∀α, β, a, b, λ : P (α|βbaλ) = P (α|βλ). (165)

This result can be used to derive (LPIα1 ) (and mutatis mutandis for (PIα1 )):

∀α, β, a, b, λ : P (α|βbλ) =
∑
a′

P (αa′|βbλ) =
∑
a′

P (α|a′βbλ)P (a′|βbλ) =

(165)
= P (α|βλ)

∑
a′

P (a′|βbλ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

(165)
= P (α|βabλ). (166)

�

A.6.2. Proof of Lemma 6.2

By Lemma 5.1 we know that Ind(Hα
i ) hold. We then proceed by reductio: Suppose

one of the dependences in Dep(Hα
i ) would not hold. Then there would be an additional

independence, which by Lemma 5.1 would yield a factorization condition involving fewer
variables, contradicting the assumption that (Fαi ) is minimal. Hence all dependences
Dep(Hα

i ) hold. �

A.6.3. Proof of Lemma 6.3

Again we proceed by reductio. Suppose (Fαi ) were not minimal, i.e. another factorization
condition (Fαj ) involving fewer variables holds. By Lemma5.1 this would imply Ind(Hα

i )
plus at least one further independence, contradicting the assumption of Dep(Hα

i ). Hence
(Fαi ) must be minimal. �
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